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THE STORY SO FAR...  
 

 

It has been the custom for many years for the Council in Dessi to seek the aid of you, Lone 

Wolf - Kai Supreme Master and all out hero - in times of crisis. Mostly due to their own lack 

of abilities at combating any form of evil after the lunchtime sessions in the local tavern.  

 

"For verily, Kor Skarn," intones Lord Rimoah in full swing, the head of the Council, "this 
land has felt the threat of a stone of great evil!"  

"My name's actually Lone Wolf, and is it smaller than a Doomstone then?" you ask in 

concern.  

"Verily, Kor Skarn, it is not," says Rimoah, waggling his eyebrows theatrically.  
"Umm,ok. And I still prefer Lone Wolf. So is it bigger than a Doomstone?"  

"Verily, Grand Master, it is not."  

"Oh. And it's actually Supreme Master now, Look, Rimoah, it's not another sodding 

Doomstone is it?"  

"Verily!"  

"Ok, ok, tell me where it is and who I have to kill to destroy it and I'll go get it done then."  

"Verily, Guildmaster Banedon has already done that for us!"  

You stare. Your stare a while longer. "Then why in the name of Ishir and Kai did you send 

for me?"  

"We want to get Guildmaster Banedon a gift, and wondered if you could forge a Kai 

Weapon for him?"  

 

Argh! This is happening all too often lately. While Banedon has a fine cadre of gifted and  

studious brothers getting on with the business of learning, leaving him free for daring do, 

you are stuck with a useless shower of 'potentials'. Ones who seem a little too blasé about 

all the evil in Magnamund, assuming someone else (such as Banedon and yourself) will clear 

it up.  

 

While your Sixth Sense tells you there will be a time when you can happily retire as a new 

order of able Grand Masters emerge, that doesn't really help you now.  

 

What the Kai need, right now, is some form of test. And without an external agency to 

provide one, it looks as if the Kai Supreme Master will need to be the one to get testy!  

 

Unfortunately you are too busy contemplating your charges to feel the disturbance also 

reported by your Sixth Sense. A disturbance that says perhaps there is already an evil 

waiting to emerge and administer a test of its own! 



THE GAME RULES ( & KAI 'WISDOM')  
 

 

This is a little improvisational gamebook created on the TotS forumTotS forumTotS forumTotS forum. Many thanks to the 

following people for contributing sections (well, except for that Beowuuf fella) with special 

thanks to Samildanach for constantly reviving the thread: 

 

Beowuuf 
Eharper256 
FrostHawk 
Samildanach  
Simey 
SunKnight 
Zipp 
 

 

You don't need anything to play except a sense of humour and an irreverent love of the 

LONE WOLF series of gamebooks. There's even a Random Number Table at the back that 
might be useful on occasions when you feel like playing honestly. 

 

While the sections should hang together, please forgive the occasional places where the 

book requires leaps of faith. Given the style of its creation, I think it works very well! 

 

Everyone ready? Good luck! 

 

 



1111 

As you travel back from Dessi on the flying ship called 'The Flying Ship', you try to cast 
your considerable mental abilities and cunning to the task of concocting a plan.  

 

What would shake the Kai from their complacency? Perhaps you could collapse the 

monastery walls on top of them?. No, that seems a little severe. Dragon attack? No, been 

done before and a fat lot of good that did. Really, don't your charges care that Naar could 

release anything on them at any time?  

 

Perhaps you are out of your league, perhaps you could do with some help.  

 

 If you wish to travel to Toran and seek Banedon's advice, turn to 2222  

 If you wish to carry on to the monastery and rely on your own skills, turn to 3333    

    

    

2222 

Much as Banedon has been annoying you lately...well, for the last couple of decades 

actually...you decide to swallow your pride and see if he has any tips. After all, he seems to 

be full of information he has no reasonable way of possessing. Hmm.  

 

You direct the flying ship's crew to fly "That way" then head for your cabin. The helmsman 

seems confused by this, and earns a bellow of "To Banedon's house! Do I have to spell out 

every last detail?!" for his trouble. Once inside your cabin, you lock the door and fish out 

your copy of 'Female Assassins Monthly - Facial Scar Special' to see if your old...er...'friend' 

Viveka is in it. Sure enough, you find her on page 32, posing with an enormous--  

 

"My lord! My lord!" comes a cry through the locked door. "We're heading right for a..."  

"Shut up!" you retort. "Just give me ten minutes!" You clear your throat irritably and return 

to the magazine.  

 

--posing with an enormous wooden placard bearing the slogan "Sod off, Lone Wolf. You're 

not gonna see a damn thing."  

 

Cursing your ill fortune, you turn to the 'Behind the Scenes' section at the back, hoping one 

of the Bor photographers has managed to snap a 'candid' picture of Viveka in a...less 

guarded pose.  

 

Pick a number from the Random Number Table  
 

 If the number you have picked is 1-9, turn to 7777  

 If the number you have picked is 0, turn to 8888    

    

3333  

Banedon... that sod. The thought of going to someone who got himself captured by the 

Cener Cagak for advice seems ludicrous. Surely it's not because you're actually jealous of his 

ability to train his students well. So what if you don't have good social skills? Dammit, it's 



not your fault you were left alone and scarred by the slaughtering of all you held dear.  

 

You are still contemplating on this when you reach home. You storm out of the skyship and 

are immediately surrounded by Kai initiates asking you how your trip was and oh, when you 

get the chance, could you do this for them?  

 

You realize you're going to need somewhere to think. A place where no initiate can bother 

you.  

 

 If you wish to flee the monastery and head into the great forest to think, turn to 4444  

 If you would rather go up the highest chambers of the Monastery, where only you  

  are allowed, turn to 5555 

 

 

4444 

You walk through the Frylund Forest, nodding 'good morning' to all the passing folk who 

happily trespass on your lands. And do you know how you got those lands? Getting off 

your rear and combating evil, that was how. Not swanning around the monastery learning 

Disciplines!  

 

Unfortunately you cannot think with all these distracting people walking around. You then 

realise that there seem to be quite a lot of them. They are all holding eggs for no good 

reason, walking around in a semi-trance. In fact, now you come to think on it, those people 

haven't even said good morning back to you at all. They are ignoring you completely and 

focusing on surrounding the monastery.  

 

 If you wish to use the Discipline of Kai-surge on them to teach them some respect  

 and manners, turn to 11111111  

 If you think that's an overreaction, turn to 12121212 to use Mindblast instead. 

 

 

5555 

You wearily wave off a few of the Kai Lords who have demands, and climb the long, long, 

long, long, loooong stairs up to the Tower of the Sun. You then remember that actually 

your special chamber is in the Vault at the very bottom of the monastery and curse your 

inattention due to your initiates.  

 

Of course, it seems like every Kai is on the stairs as you walk passed, giving you a 

questioning look. It is in this frame of mind when you finally walk in to your inner sanctum 

that none may enter, and see it filled with junk.  

 

"What...is this.?" you ask of a young Kai Master stacking things around the Lorestones.  

 

"Oh, Grand Master, we didn't expect you back this early!"  

 



"It's Supreme Master, and what is this?" you say, gesturing around wildly.  

 

"We were having a clear out of the Master's Hall and needed the space," says the master, 

turning his back on you and carrying on stacking stuff around.  

 

You gently tap the master on the shoulder, and when he turns back around irritated you 

headbutt him violently in the face.  

 

"Grand Master Lone Wolf!" says the master in shock, and you laugh in evil glee because you 

have a plan. And because it was fun to headbutt the cheeky scamp.  

 

"No, not Lone Wolf! I am his evil twin - Dark Wolf!"  

 

"What, another evil twin? And isn't Dark Wolf the new novice?"  

 

"Umm, yes, another one. And I mean - Blood Wolf!"  

 

"Like the apprentice?" 

 

"I mean Dusk Wolf."  

 

"Like the Kai Master Superior?"  

 

I mean...Doom Wolf?"  

 

"Like the spawn?"  

 

"Gah!" You headbutt the master again and decide on a different name - Kai's Bane. 

Laughing, you run off out of the monastery yelling "I'm Lone Wolf's evil twin Kai's Bane, 

who is evil" to everyone you pass.  

 

Pleased to have figured out such a wonderful plan, you suddenly realise that you had better 

make sure that all the non-Kai around don't actually think you are an evil twin. Not that they 

really count.  

 

 If you wish to go warn Banedon of your plan first, turn to 2222  

 If you wish to warn King Ulnar of your plan first, turn to 6666    

    

    

6666 

Holmgard.  

 

It is, as always, a beautiful sight to behold as you come near it. Except for that one tall 

building you've never liked which belongs to a rude rug merchant. Unfortunately the Bo'sun 

pretends not to speak any Sommlending when you ask if he can go clip into the roof and 

knock it off.  



 

Holmgard, the Sommlending for 'Umm, why here' shows the rugged determination of both 

king and people to stick their most important and capital of cities right in the way of most 

potential Darklord attacks. Rather than, say, sticking it safely between Tyso, Toran and 

Anskaven where lesser monarchs would have done.  

 

As you near the king's own palace, you think with fondness about all the times you've come 

here, and been sent back out again on death defying missions of the utmost importance. 

Actually, you can't remember a time when the king has just asked you over for some tea 

and conversation. What a ba-  

 

"We're here!" says the Bo'sun, apparently using the only smattering of Sommlending he 

knows. "There seems to be people on the roof waiting for us."  

 

Using your ridiculously overpowered Kai Disciplines you already knew that. A Kai Initiate 

seems to have beaten you to the capital  - sure, now he can get off his bum - and with him 

is the King. The King is standing waiting for you impatiently, and appears to be in one of 

his moods.  

 

 If you are pretending to be evil, turn to 13131313  

 Otherwise, turn to 14141414    

    

    

7777 

The ship rocks nastily again and luckily for you the magazine goes flying out of the window 

- where it explodes! You didn't think it was that sort of magazine. Not unless someone or 

something has been tampering with your precious alone-time materials? 
 

You dash up to the deck of the ship, ready to confront the crew and find out who the guilty 

party is. Or at least find out who knows anything about it and shop 'appreciation' for being 

kept in the loop. However, instead you find there are more pressing concerns (amazingly), 

such as The Flying Ship trying to go through the Durncrag Mountains. Literally. Literally 
literally.  

 

"Dear Kai man! What are you doing?" you ask, "Toran is over forests!"  

 

The Bo'sun looks sheepish, and also suspiciously dwarfish. "Well you told us to go this way! 

You pointed! We thought Guildmaster Banedon had moved!"  

 

This is no good, no good at all. Obviously ever since Banedon won a dwarfish crew at cards 

some form of union has emerged to get dwarfs employed on all sky ships. You have 

nothing against dwarfs, but it seems a little stereotypical for them to be on every skyrider 

just because Banedon has them. Not when good old fashioned Sommlending boys could be 

crewing as crew. Inept as they may well prove to be, of course.  

 



 If you wish to try and deal with the very real threat of flying dwarfs, turn to 9999  

 If you wish to ignore this for now and get the skyrider flying in the right direction  

  before you crash into a mountain, turn to 10101010    

    

    

    

8888 

You flip to the back of the book and to your immense horror see a picture of Thog the 

Barbarian nude instead. Your dying screams reverberate throughout the skyship as you 

involuntarily unleash a massive Mindblast that kills everything in a one mile radius. 

Subsequently, your skyship crashes into Toran.  

 

 

Your life and your quest end here. 

 

 

9999 

Incensed by the overbearing presence of dwarfs on all fashionable skyships, you charge the 

length and breadth of the main deck waving your weapon and cursing. And occasionally 

kicking an unfortunate dwarf over the rail to plunge to his death.  

 

Around you, the crew members who manage to avoid your vengeful kicks are themselves 

running back and forth shouting "Mountain! Mountain!" You have no time for their 

homesickness however, and continue your rampage. It is precisely three and a half minutes 

before you realise your error, upon which time The Flying Ship crashes into a sheer cliff 
face and drops, in shattered fragments, to the jagged mountainside below.  

 

"Oh poo," you mumble as you plummet seventy metres onto cold stone. Your numerous 

variations on Nexus preserve you from the cold of the rocks, but not from the razor-like 

edges nor suggestively shaped knobbles. One such suggestive knobble pierces your body in 

a humorous location. Lose 7 ENDURANCE and 85 DIGNITY.  
 

Unable to walk without an embarrassing limp, you are forced to remain on the 

mountainside with the dwarf crew, all of whom were miraculously unhurt in the fall. In fact, 

all the dwarfs you kicked off the ship earlier are also completely unharmed and clamber up 

to your position. For several hours, there is much squabbling among the dwarfs, punctuated 

by loud guffaws of mirth at your injury. These mocking cackles reverberate from the sheer 

rock faces around you, travel in echoes down the mountainside, then think better of it and 

echo back up to mock you once more.  

 

By nightfall, the dwarfs have explored the area and discovered there is no way down from 

this part of the mountain. One dwarf suggests digging a tunnel into the mountain itself, but 

others point out that there are no suitable tools to hand. The first dwarf retorts that "There 

is a tool right there", with a gesture at you. You shout at the dwarf that his mother was a 

Vassagonian mongoose hunter's armpit, but he ignores you.  

 



Three months pass as the dwarfs somehow nurse you back to health, despite their best 

attempts to worsen your condition to a fatal level. After a time, you are able to walk again 

without humiliation. It is at this time that you realise that Kai survival techniques focus 

entirely on woodlands and plains; you silently curse Sun Eagle for never inventing 

Mountainmastery.  

 

Your lack of highland skills makes you utterly useless, and you are forced to live out the 

next thirty years as the dwarfs' whipping boy, licking boots and dancing cheerful jigs.  

 

 

Your mission ends here, but your new life has only just begun... 

 

 

10101010 

 

For some reason it is terribly complex to get the dwarfs to take you to Banedon. Every time 

you tell them you want to go straight, they try to turn the ship back around! Why can't they 

just take you to Banedon, he of the dreamy eyes and heart-stopping voice? What is so 

confusing about your requests?  

 

Eventually you get them back on course, but unfortunately you have no time to get back to 

your cabin nor deal with the inherent dwarfishness of your crew. Whilst lost in thought 

about Banedon's dreamy eyes, eyes blue as a ... well, while deep in thought, they have 

managed to approach Toran and the Guildhall.  

 

"Aha! Finally!" you cry in relief and run down the gangplank. You are  eager to see your 

friend, despite him getting all your darn missions and all the attention you deserve. In fact 

you are wondering if you should be playing it cool or even giving him the silent treatment as 

you plummet from the still hovering craft.  

 

Luckily Banedon has apparently seen your approach and casts a Net spell to catch you 

before you hit the roof. You look over to his dreamy eyes to utter your thanks, except he 

isn't freeing you from the spell, and his eyes really do look...well, dreamy. As in he is 

dreaming and not seeing you! Instead he is looking at an egg he holds in his hands, staring 

at it lovingly.  

 

"I have been expecting you," he says in a way that isn't like the wonderful Banedy that you 

know. Your Sixth Sense tells you something is wrong. Very, very wrong. How on 

Magnamund do so many dwarfs ever manage to invade Toran to fly skyriders? Oh, and also 

why is Banedon acting so weirdly?  

 

 

 If you are pretending to be evil, turn to 20202020  

 Otherwise, if you know anything about these eggs at all, turn to 23232323  

 If you are both guileless and clueless, turn to 25252525    

    



    

11111111 

You use Kai-Surge on the peasants passing by, but unfortunately due to your annoyed state 

of mind instead of teaching them a lesson on manners you make their heads explode.  

 

Dammit, you think, now I'll never get any answers from them. Serves them right for not 
acknowledging me though.  
 

You examine their eggs and notice that you smell gunpowder and see a fuse. Using your 

highly tuned ability of Deduction you believe you are looking at an explosive. 'Damn I'm 

good,' you think to yourself. Again you have saved the worthless initiates from certain death 

when if you had just minded your own business you could have made them fend for 

themselves. Who are you kidding, you know they just would have panicked and looked for 

you anyways. What a bunch of peons!!!  

 

You know you should warn them that there was an attempted attack on the monastery but 

you don't want to lose any time warning the King and getting to Banedon. 

Hhhhmmm....what to do. As you're thinking you spy an initiate in the field picking 

dandelions...and a time saving plan comes to mind...  

 

 If you want to scrawl a message onto a piece of parchment, tie it around a rock  

  and drill the initiate in the head, turn to 15151515  

 If you decide to screw it and let them fend for themselves if more peasants come  

  by, turn to 16161616  

    

    

12121212 

Using a rare moment of mercy you decide to use Mindblast instead and everyone screams 

and drops their eggs, clutching their heads. After a few minutes you cut off the Mindblast 

while thinking to yourself that this is an efficient way to deal with the initiates...hehehe  

 

"What am I doing at the Kai monastery?" one of the peasants asks.  

 

"I was about the same thing, peasant" you reply sarcastically.  

 

As you walk up to the peasant dumb enough to speak up you smack him in the head and 

say, "this is for ignoring me, swine! Now, what are you doing here and what's with the 

eggs?" you ask.  

 

"We were delivering them to the Monastery. An initiate, I believe his name was Happy 

Frog, saw them and thought they were cute and chic and thought they would look 

'absolutely fabulous' in the Monastery", he happily replies.  

 

Damn that Happy Frog. If it wasn't for the fact that you had so much fun with his sister at 

last year's Christmas party you wouldn't be dealing with him now. You notice movement in 

the field and see Happy Frog skipping through the wildflowers while picking them.  



 

"These came from Holmgard?" you ask the peasant.  

 

"Yes sir, I'm the delivery peasant for the vendor, the 20 of us were delivering your eggs until 

you stopped us", said the peasant.  

 

"There are only 10 eggs, why do you need 20 people to deliver them", you demand.  

 

"It's a union operation sir", he replies.  

 

"Lemme guess, I pay based on how many delivery men?" you mockingly reply.  

 

"Of course sir" he replies cordially.  

 

You happen to notice that when you smacked the peasant to the ground he dropped his 

backpack and a magazine had fallen out. Hey, this is the same magazine in your alone time 

collection. On the cover it shows Viveka and says she gives an in depth interview into her 

lovelife and never before seen pictures. By Kai!!! This is the "lost issue" everyone has been 

talking about. You think to yourself that you must have this issue, but how to get it from the 

peasant? A devious plan comes to mind. You walk over to the peasant and advise him that 

he should have contacted the Kai receiving clerk to fill out paperwork in triplicate for a pass 

to the monastery property without trespassing.  

 

"Now I have to charge you a toll", you say as you pick up the magazine.  

 

"But sir I just bought that yesterday", the peasant protests.  

 

You explain to the peasant that filth like the magazine is forbidden on the monastery 

grounds and you explain how it will rot his brain. You also explain since you are of pure 

mind and spirit that you will "dispose of it properly because you care about the well being of 

the population".  

 

"You should be ashamed of yourself", you say while shaking your head.  

 

The peasant hangs his head in shame and says, "I am ashamed, sir." 

 

Damn that was a good performance, you think to yourself!!!! You tell him to take the eggs 
back to the store and that you aren't paying for them. The peasant explains that the 

shopkeeper has closed his store, in fact right after the goods were picked up for delivery. 

Since you are going to Holmgard anyway you decide you will investigate.  

 

Now what to do with Happy Frog....  

 

 

 If you decide you want to deal with him later and rush to Holmgard right away to  

  meet with the King, turn to 6666.  



 Otherwise, you still have some cat pee from last Christmas. You can yoink the  

  initiate with you and make him drink it infront of the King! Turn to 26262626. 

    

    

13131313 

The Kai, whom you can see is Happy Frog, points at you with his pointing finger. "It's Kai's 

Bane! Make him stop! Sic Guildmaster Banedon on him!"  

 

Good god, the man can actually get here ahead of a flying ship yet doesn't have the 

lorestones to take you on himself? Bah! This is exactly what annoys you about these 

potentials. They aren't unskilled, just lazy.  

 

"Now, look King Ulnar, it's not what you think," you start.  

 

"Get back foul fiend!" says Ulnar, "And stay back young initiate, I won't let the nasty evil 

Lone Wolf clone harm you!" Ulnar pushes Happy Frog behind him defensively.  

 

"Look, really, it's not what you...hang on. Why are you defending him?" you suddenly ask of 
Ulnar. "This is sooo the problem, shouldn't he be defending his king?" 

  

"Well, he's young."  

 

"He's twenty-two!"  

 

"He's just an initiate, you can't expect me to put them in harm's way, it's heartless."  

 

"Hang on, when I was an initiate and after I risked my neck for days to get to the capital 

after the attack that wiped out the first order, and you sent me right back out again on a 

ship that got sunk!  Even though I was only fifteen!"  

 

"True, but..."  

 

"And then I got hunted by Helghast, all to get a sword that you then got me to use against a 

frigging Darklord! I was still fifteen by the way." 

  

"Yes, but it was necessary to-"  

 

"Then you went and stuck me all alone with only three guides to drag back Vonotar from 
the frozen, and I do mean frozen, wastes of Kalte!" 

  

"True, that was more a political exercise, I thought you'd skive off for a week and come 

back empty handed. I didn't think you'd actually do it. Though you did, come to think of 

it..."  

 

"And THEN you almost get me killed by a mad Vassgonian warlord and the spirit of the 

most powerful Darklord of them all, Vashna! And I was only nineteen!"  



 

"Well, I did give you one hundred soldiers," says Ulnar defenseively.  

 

"They got killed!"  

 

"True, a little unfortunate, and no one is saying you were incompetent. Hmm, yes, you did 

do well there too though..."  

 

"And THEN you go shove me to Vassgonian to meet a Zakhan with a dodgy ticker who 
dies because of a ruthless successor, a successor that wants to kill me, and oh, who just so 

happens to have a pet DARKLORD. Another friggin' one!" 

 

"Ok, that was a little bit unforeseeable. True though, you did actually kill a Darklord then 

too. Hmm..."  

 

"I mean great Kai above, when I was twenty-two I'd almost learned the whole Book of the 

Magnakai cover to rotting cover! Happy Frog's barely mastered using the monastery 

bathroom toilet paper!" 

 

You are - to put it mildly - a little annoyed. Especially when you hear the clattering of a cup 

and realise Happy Frog is holding some tea with some biscuits also in the saucer.  

 

"Don't listen to him," says Happy Frog to Ulnar regarding you, "he's a rogue Kai clone! Sort 

him out, Kingie!"  

 

Ulnar remembers himself, nods out of his distraction, and kicks the whiny Kai swiftly and 

firmly in the crotch.  

 

 If you wish to join in with your king, turn to 18181818  

 If you wish to defend the initiate, whiny as he is, turn to 21212121  

 If you wish to use the Sommerswerd on the Bo'sun you just know is about to set  
  fire to your alone-time magazine collection while you are distracted, turn  

  to 61616161    

    

    

14141414 

Irritated by the initiate's presence and the King's impending grumpiness, you order the 

helmsman to set The Flying Ship down as close to the waiting figures as he can, as fast as 
he can without breaking anything important. The ship lurches, then careers down out of the 

sky as the helmsman pushes it to full speed; the wind roars past your ears and you see the 

royal retainers scattering in terror. The King, however, stands stock still and stares at the 

plummeting vessel. His gaze seems to reach across the (rapidly diminishing) distance and 

drill straight into you, like the glare of a disapproving parent waiting for their mischievous 

child to stop misbehaving.  

 

I'm the Grand Supreme High Godlike Uber Kai Supermaster! you think to yourself. I'll teach 



him to look at me like that!  
 

"Faster!" you scream to the helmsman, and mere seconds later, The Flying Ship hammers 
into the palace roof with a deafening crunch, and skids sideways across the flagstones 

towards the King, eventually coming to a juddering halt three inches from the tip of the 

King's nose. He still hasn't so much as flinched.  

 

As the crew disentangle themselves from the ropes, sacks and various other bits of tat they 

like to leave lying around, the Bo'sun trots over to you and reports that the only major 

damage is the total destruction of the keel--  

 

"Well what does a flying ship need a keel for anyway?" you retort.  

 

--and an inexplicable fire in your cabin, that burnt your collection of old issues of 

'Grandmastering Gazette' to ashes. Despite the presence at the scene of an oil barrel, a lit 

torch and a sniggering dwarf, the Bo'sun insists it was accident and not arson.  

 

You don't have time to argue, as the King's bellow reaches your ears from the roof below. 

"LOOOOOOONE WOOOOOOOOLF!"  

 

Still feeling irritated, and highly suspicious about the fire, you climb down to the roof.  

 

"If you've quite finished with your little game, I've got a job for you. And you'd better do it, 

or I'm cutting off your allowance. My piles are giving me hell and I'm no mood for funny 

stuff. Right, well I was just having tea and crumpets with young Happy Frog here," he 

gestures at the initiate beside him, "when I received news of a terrible calamity that has 

befallen one of our staunchest allies, Durenor."  

 

The King proceeds to go into great detail about whatever this 'calamity' is - something about 

biscuits - but you aren't really listening. You're too busy glaring at Happy Frog, who shifts 

sheepishly under your gaze. HE got tea and crumpets?! The King's never given YOU tea 

and crumpets! Suddenly your Kai Supreme Master Discipline of Super Overkill Sixth 

Divination Sense Telegno-Prophecy alerts you to the fact that the shady dwarf who was 

found in your charred cabin is, right now, at this very moment, winking conspiratorially at 

Happy Frog and mouthing "I think I got away with it, hee hee, you owe me five Gold 

Crowns".  

 

 If you whirl round and skewer the dwarf with the Sommerswerd, turn to 61616161  

 If you bide your time until you get back to the monastery, then put Happy Frog on  

 toilet scrubbing duty for 30 years, turn to 22222222  

 If you punch the King, turn to 24242424    

    

    

15151515 

In a rare moment of clarity, you come up with a fiendish solution to this problem that would 

make Naar proud.  



 

You scrawl a rubbish note on a rock in bright white chalk. It says: 'Clean up the mess out in 
the forest this instant! There are some eggs here also. Please include them in tonight's 
initiate feast. Love, Supreme Master Lone Wolf.' 
 

You place the rock into the sling of a trebuchet that just so happens to be lying around.  

 

Then, helped by your fiendishly powerful Discipline of Supreme Trapmastery, you 

somehow lure the skipping initiate away from the flower field in to your cunningly disguised 

trap. It works, and he trips into the trebuchet sling, hitting his head on the rock, and falls 

unconscious. You kick him in the head for good measure to show your distaste, then pull 

the lever on the trebuchet, sending him flying off into the distance.  

 

Using Huntmastery, your telescopic vision watches the initiate fly through the air and smash 

into a window on the 15th floor the Tower of the Sun. You smirk whimsically at the result.  

 

"Right, that settles that..."  

 

You rush back to The Flying Ship to warn your fellow countrymen of the weird occurrence 
and find out what is going on. The dwarf crew are already completely drunk, and you sigh 

in relief since really who would be able to fly one of those things sober.  

 

 If you wish to order them to take you to Banedon, turn to 2222  

 If you wish to order them to take you to the King, turn to 6666 

    

    

16161616 

Using your Kai Discipline of Mind Over Matter you work out that really, it doesn't matter if 
they get attacked again as long as you are out of there. And you don't mind if they get 
wiped out.  

 

You curse that you just can't get any peace and rush back to The Flying Ship to warn your 
fellow countrymen of the weird occurrence - and find out what is going on! The dwarf crew 

are already completely drunk, and you sigh in relief since really who would be able to fly 

one of those things sober.  

 

 If you wish to order them to take you to Banedon, turn to 2222  

 If you wish to order them to take you to the King, turn to 6666    

    

    

17171717 

You struggle to suppress a contemptuous sneer as you draw yourself up to your full height, 

swish your cloak dramatically, and tell the king, "I am Lone Wolf. I work alone. Because 

I'm...lone. Lone-ness requires me to be alone. Er... And wolf-ness...er..."  

 

"Wolves hunt in packs though, don't they?" Happy Frog chimes in with a grin you just know 



he practiced over and over in the mirror. No-one can grin that annoyingly without practice.  

 

"SILENCE, SPAWN OF NAAR!" you bellow in your manliest voice. Despite your masculine 

explosion of temper, however, Happy Frog merely titters like a young girl. Ulnar joins in. 

You wonder for a moment if Happy Frog might have caught you practicing in the mirror. 
Damn him.  

 

But you have more pressing concerns. The Bo'sun has disappeared, so your precious 

magazines might be in imminent danger. You can't allow him to destroy those magazines! 

What would you do with yourself - no pun intended - on the long, boring skyship journeys 

without your magazines? The only form of entertainment left to you would be the crew and, 

sparkling though their conversation may be, they just can't entertain you in the same way as 

your collection of...er...intellectual journals. At least, you really hope they can't. You'd rather 

not think about it.  

 

Desperate to get to the magazines before the saboteur does, you rashly proclaim, "Ha! I am 

the Grand, Uber-Supreme, Lord High, Noble... er... Great... Master....... um....... Grand... 

... ...of the Kai! Yes, I'm the... Grand High Bloke of the Kai, and I will not only go alone but 

also go right now! This very instant!"  

 

You administer a parting kick to Happy Frog's behind, give vent to one last "Ha!", and 

charge back to the Flying Ship to find your magazines - sorry, journals - before the Bo'sun 

does.  

 

As you reach the deck and The Flying Ship begins to rise into the sky, you cast your eyes 
around and decide on your next course of action.  

 

 If you head straight for your cabin and the magazines, and hope you're not too  

  late, turn to 40404040  

 If you use your Supreme Uber Pathsmanshipness skills to track the Bo'sun, turn to  

 19191919  

 If you'd rather take a few moments to find out if you can spit on the king's head  

  without him noticing, turn to 22222222    

    

    

18181818 

You wait until Happy Frog gets up from being kicked by the King, who by the way is 

grinning from ear to ear, to nail him again in the crotch. You start laughing as does 

everyone else including the dwarf crew. They are still drunk of course and decided they are 

taking bets to see if Happy Frog will pass out.  

 

"I'll take a piece of that action!" you yell back at the dwarf crew who put you down for 10 

Gold Crowns. You realize you don't have any Gold Crowns with you and the King advises 

he will spot you the cash.  

 

Happy Frog is screaming like crazy and then just lays there.  



 

"Let's see you use Healing on that one!!!" you say to Happy Frog as you're laughing.  

 

The Bo'sun comes up to you and gives you your winnings. Mark down 250 Gold Crowns 

on your Action Chart. Since you can't have more than 50 at a time in your Belt Pouch  just 
say that the other 200 are in your Backpack taking up 4 spaces so no one will accuse you 

of being a cheater. The Bo'sun advises you that your winnings are just enough to cover the 

expenses for repairing the ship. You advise him to talk to Banedon since it is his ship. The 

Bo'sun starts to protest but you look at him and say, "piss off little man".  

 

You walk over to the bratty initiate, who is still unconscious and pour the rest of your left 

over cat pee on his face and he wakes right up in an instant. Boy that stuff fermented since 

last time you used that, you almost feel bad for pouring it on him...almost. Make a note on 

your Action Chart to have this refilled for your future endeavours. You take him to the 
King's healer to have his crotch looked at. The man smells him coming and asks you what 

happened to him. You advise him that Happy Frog was kicked in the weiner by a Giak and 

pissed himself and you had to save him. Everyone in the room roars with laughter. Happy 

Frog says to the healer that he can't feel his nuts. The healer advises him he doesn't think 

there were any to begin with. More laughter breaks out and a few points from the medical 

staff to Happy Frog.  

 

The King advises you that you must go to Durenor to investigate the egg conspiracy.  

 

 If you wish to offer your services to go alone to Durenor turn to 17171717  

 If you wish to have Banedon accompany you to navigate the ship since you know  

  the Bo'sun isn't going to make the whole trip to Durenor turn to 2222  

 If you are famished and wish to ask the King if you may have tea and biscuits  

  with him before you depart turn to 50505050    

    

    

19191919 

Using your advanced Kai skills you track the Bo'sun's movements. Unfortunately, your Kai 

Disciplines are so ridiculously advanced that you can track the Bo'sun's movements for the 

last five years through space and time without any ill effects.  

 

You manage to prevent two major wars, take tea with the King of the Dwarfs, meet 

yourself (and you really love to watch yourself work) and also discover at least fifteen 

fantastically depraved dwellings that you must warn the young Kai not to go into. This last 

one because they might see you in there.  

 

However, all this does not allow you to find the Bo'sun in time, and your cabin is ablaze. 

You only manage to forestall your tears of frustration as you swear the smoke is making 

perverse shapes. You curb your Kai-like rage when you realise you will need the Bo'sun 

alive to get you into those naughty clubs he likes to attend.  

 

With sadness in your heart you trudge back to the helm so you can go to an egg and save it 



from Durenor or whatever.  

 

Soon the odd mountains are in sight, the natural ring of defence around Hammerdal. 

Really, thinking on it, why shouldn't Holmgard be in a ring of mountains like that instead of 

stuck way out in the way of the Darklands? You make a mental note to get King Ulnar to 

mount an invasion or something. Then you reaise you are just being silly - defection to 

Durenor is a much more logical solution.  

 

You then spot the odd egg-shaped egg-things that are blocking the mountain passes. Wow, 

you'd hate to see what would hatch out of those! Maybe you should ask the Bo'sun about 

those naughty dwellings and head back...  

 

No, you are Kai Supreme Master darn it! Stiff upper lip and no blubbing, even when your 

alone time magazines and gone. Sniff.  
 

 If you wish to fly lower to examine one of those gigantic eggs, turn to 29292929  

 If you wish to carry onwards to Hammerdal for some tea and biscuits and a   

 nationality change, turn to 30303030    

    

    

20202020 

"Banedon...what do you mean you've been expecting me?" you ask, with some difficulty; as 

your mouth is full of magical net, your eyes are full of Banedon's dreamy stare, and your 

ears are full of the cackling of dwarfs. Damn their cackling; those little buggers cackle at 

every available opportunity. They cackle when they win some money; they cackle when 

they see someone trip over; they cackle when they wake up in the morning; they cackle 

while they're in the outhouse. And, evidently, they cackle at a grown man being held in a 

net by another grown man with beautiful blue ey- 

 

Ahem.  
 

With an effort, you drag yourself back to the matter at hand. You realise Banedon has been 

speaking to you while you've been contemplating - presumably answering your insightful, 

penetrating question.  

 

"Er...pardon?" you say, feigning casual indifference. "I didn't quite catch that."  

 

Banedon continues to stare in the same dreamlike fashion, but tuts distractedly.  

 

"You prat, Lone Wolf," he says, in a flat monotone. He's clearly not in control of himself. 

The Banedy you've come to know and...know...would never call you a prat. He's called you 

a few things, but never that.  

 

"I said," he continues, "the ovoid one foretold your arrival." He hefts the egg meaningfully. 

"Admire its delicate curves, Lone Wolf. Admire its smooth surface and its elegant, tapering 

point."  



 

This is too much. Tears begin to rise as you listen to Banedon describing the egg using the 

exact same words he used to use to describe...er...someone. Not you, certainly. No. Um. 

Indeed. Anyway, you quickly decide that crying is for wimps and girls, so you have to do 

something to cover up your distress. Distress at your old friend's plight, that is. Ahem.  

 

Clearly egg-Banedon has been awaiting Lone Wolf - so maybe he'll release you if he thinks 

you aren't Lone Wolf. Conveniently, you already have an alternative identity ready, and if 
this elegant, smooth, curvy egg Banedy thinks so highly of wants to check out your story, 

the initiates at the monastery will confirm that there is indeed an evil Lone Wolf double on 

the loose.  

 

Proud of your plan, you immediately put it into action.  

 

"Unhand me, scum of Sommerlund!" you cry, though your majestic roar is somewhat 

muffled by the strands of netting still pressed against your face. "I am not your feeble Lone 

Wolf! I am Kai's Bane, the greatest agent of Naar since Agarash, Vashna, Haakon, Gnaag, 

Zagarna, Cadak, Wolf's Bane...um...I am the greatest agent of Naar currently to be found in 

Toran! Release me, that I may go about my business of pushing old folks over, belching in 

public, sneezing without a handkerchief, and generally ruining Lone Wolf's pristine 

reputation as a paragon of greatness and irresistible animal magnetism."  

 

To find out if egg-Banedon buys your story, pick a number from the Random Number 
Table.  
 

 If you pick 1-5, turn to 27272727  

 If you pick 6-9, turn to 33333333  

 If you pick 0, something really bad happens and you die. If you want a proper  

  death scene, send 74 groats in unmarked...er...groats...to my house. And  

  none of those funny Canadian spy-coins.    

    

    

21212121 

You sigh as you realise that being a Kai isn't all it's cracked up to be, and stop the king from 

his crotch-busting activities.  

 

"King, king, kingie, kingsie, Ulnar, Ulnie, Ulsie... look. We can't just go around kicking 

whiny Kai initiates willy nilly, no matter the justification. It just isn't right-"  

 

"Aha! I knew you were evil!" says the king suddenly.  
 

"WHAT??!!"  

 

"It was obvious, only an impostor would think that acting all concerned was the sign of a 

Kai. A real Kai Lord is far to arrogant and cruel not to kick a helpless initiate! Haha! You 

betray yourself, Wolf's Bane!" 



  

"Umm, actually, it's Kai's Bane. No, wait, it's not, it's bloody well Lone Wolf and...oh, never 

mind..." So saying you kick the king in the crotch.  

 

"Arrest this king kicking imposter!" Ulnar cries from a prone position. 

  

Annoyed you kick Happy Frog in the crotch.  

 

"Oh, maybe you are Lone Wolf. Still, you should be under arrest..."  

 

You wonder if it would help if you kicked yourself in the crotch. Luckily, D'Val jumps up the 

stairs, like a rabbit on heat with some pressing news.  

 

"My lord the Durenor situation has reached critical proportions there's no time to throw 

more peasants around or even kick Kais in the crotch any longer the populace and our 

allies demand answers and answers they must have even though answers are not 

forthcoming at this time and Guildmaster Banedon does not seem to be around for your 

usual tea and biscuit appointment which could itself very well be a portentous sign of great 

evil that we must heed and heed well lest we be caught unawares such as that young initiate 

was, kicked in the metaphorical crotch by the metaphorical boot of evil if you will, which is 

not a position that we of Sommerlund should find ourselves in too often if we wish to 

maintain our position as the leaders of the lastlands..."  

 

D'Val falls over, fainting from lack of oxygen. The king reluctantly stands, kicks Happy Frog 

one last time, and then asks for your aid - whoever you really are - in this most pressing of 

situations. Where weird egg wielding people are wielding weird eggs, and large eggs are 

blocking the tunnels of Durenor!  

 

 If you wish to accept, but insist on flying out alone, turn to 17171717  

 If you wish to accept, but secretly feel you need to fly to get Banedon's help, turn  

  to 2222  

 If you wish to accept, but demand that you be allowed to call yourself 'King Lone  

  Wolf I' from now on, turn to 28282828    

    

    

    

    

22222222 

Unfortunately, this plan does not help you get to Durenor, nor deal with arsonist Bo'suns 

who may very well be ending the long history you have had with your 'journal' -hem hem  - 
collection.  

 

Cursing that a Kai is denied such simple pleasures in life in pursuit of goals for his King, you 

kick your frustrations out on the side of The Flying Ship, breaking your toe. Note this fact 
on the corner of your Action Chart. Actually, perhaps if you break your own toe you'll 
remember better. Yeah, do that instead. Go on. 



 

Now stymied and with a broken toe, you try to focus on your mission. And more 
importantly your vulnerable po...journals.  

 

 If you head straight for your cabin and the magazines, and hope you're not too late  

 to protect them, turn to 40404040  

 If you use your Supreme Uber Pathsmanshipness skills to track the Bo'sun to  

  ensure no mischief has been done, turn to 19191919    

    

    

23232323 

"Banedon?" you cry, tears of manly frustration in your eyes. "What are these eggs all about? 

Why do they hold such power over everyone? Why do they force people to act against 

other people who care about them like...peasants and... other Kai warriors..."  

 

"Haha! The eggs hold a secret power, oh yes, you will not believe what they really are."  

 

"Wait," you say, "is this like that play we watched recently, 'Vampy the young, buff slayer?' 

Didn't the plot have to do with people being possessed by eggs in that too?"  

 

"No Lone Wolf. Haha!" says evil Banedon trying to convince you, "this is an entirely 

different plot...ENTIRELY!"  
 

However, you do not care, as you are remembering the leading actress of the play and 

wondering if you still have that journal that interviewed all the female performers.  

 

"She was quite buff," you say.  

 

"I knew you looked!" comes the pain-filled voice of Banedon, then suddenly his voice 

changes back, although his expression is confused. "I mean, we shall soon rule the world! 

Wahahaha!"  

 

However, he hasn't covered well enough. You realise you have spotted a weakness. This is 

your Banedon, and the mind control is not absolute.  

 

 If you wish to remind Banedon of the good things in this world like puppies and  

  walks on the beach and buff young slayers, turn to 32323232  

 If you wish to instead hurt Banedon by telling him he's a useless mage and frankly  

 a little bit wet, turn to 34343434    

    

    

24242424 

It really isn't wise to punch the king, even if he does turn out to be a Helghast. His skin 

peels away and his eyes glow... No, not really, yet you still fall for it! It is the king 

unfortunately, and boy is he mad right now!  

 



Captain D'Val hears the cries and races up the stairs to deliver summary justice by swinging 

a sharpened peasant. However he is unprepared for the sight of a grown man, a Kai no 

less, begging to be beheaded.  

 

King Ulnar is not a quiet man, nor is he afraid of a vulgar epithet or two. The vile torrent of 

vitriol he heaps upon your innocent head and into your chaste ears is more than you can 

stand. His frankly masterful use of Sommlending to describe the darkest recesses of your 

supposed parentage and bodily inadequacies borders on genius. He is clearly worse than a 

drunk Banedon, and not even your powers of Nexus can save you from his scolding tongue.  

 

 

Crying like a girl, your life and quest end here. Though not before you've learn many new 

colourful words.  

    

    

25252525  

"Banedon! Banedon! What's happened to you?" you ask, really clueless.  

 

Obviously, you should only turn to this section if you, as Lone Wolf, is clueless. If you as a 

player is clueless, I really can't blame you. I mean who wouldn't be? I know I am and I wrote 

some of this stuff. However if you as Lone Wolf and as yourself have actually seen or heard 

about eggs, or are being 'evil', but decided to turn here as you hoped this was a quick 'get 

up to speed' section about the supposed 'plot' then boy, are you in for a major 

disappointment. And actually some boredom since it's going to end up with you going 

round the houses again. Not to give anything away or anything. Where were we....  

 

"-I mean please, tell me what's happening?" you say, glad not to be interrupted anymore. 

"What's with that egg?"  

 

Banedon simply laughs a small childish laugh and gazes lovingly at the egg. "Ah, the egg, 

the wonderful little egg, the beautiful little egg... You have no idea what this wonderful 

beautiful little egg can do! It's so amazing..."  

 

Actually, Banedon might be away to reveal the whole plot to you, but he's being really 

boring about this egg. And more importantly the bonds have come loose on his Net spell 

due to his inattention. You quickly free yourself, and using all your heroic Disciplines spring 

into heroic action and leg it as fast as possible.  

 

You are sure Banedon will be fine - it must just be some weird prank by his students or 

something.  You then see in horror as you race back to the now parked skyrider that all 

your dwarf crew have eggs too! Luckily, they are all in pickle jars and the dwarfs are simply 

trying to drink the contents.  

 

"We're leaving!" you yell, heroically leaping up the gangplank, heroically getting tangled in 

the ropes around, heroically falling flat on your back, and then heroically being carried to 

your cabin by sniggering dwarfs.  



 

Note, somewhere in your brain, and this one is actually important, that you should ignore 
any future references for going to see Banedon. Given his weirdness this really isn't an 

option! Even if, you know, it is in the text.  

 

 If you are slightly concerned by Banedon's odd behaviour, and wish to go tell the  

  king about it, turn to 6666  

 Otherwise, it's time to get back to the very real concern over lazy Kai. You decide  

 to go to he monastery after all. Turn to 3333    

    

    

26262626  

You grapple the initiate in front of the surprised king, and pour the cat pee down his throat 

while laughing nastily.  

 

The King is aghast, and so is Captain D'Val. "You cannot be Lone Wolf! You must be the  

King!" says D'Val regarding your out of hand cruelty. He then grabs a passing page and 

swings the young chap in a two handed battle-swing, beheading Ulnar.  

 

"Your majesty, the impostor has been taken care of!" says D'Val relived, "can I get you 

more cat pee to finish off the initiate?"  

 

You patiently explain to D'Val that you are Lone Wolf and he has just beheaded the king 
for no logical reason at all.  

 

"Dear Kai! What have a I done?" screams D'Val, and leaps off of the parapet down to the 

ground below. Luckily, there are a bunch of peasants down there to break his fall and give 

him some time to think things through on his way back up. You have run out of cat pee, so 

decide to throw Happy Frog off of the tower as well.  

 

Well, this is an odd state of affairs. Of course if there is no other king around, perhaps you 

should take over the job? Perhaps people will call you 'King Lone Wolf I 'and carve little 

statues of you? 

 

The more you say it, the more it appeals to you, and by the time D'Val has climbed the 

stairs back up while carrying Happy Frog, you have pretty much decided on the career 

change.  

 

You spend a pleasant day ordering D'Val to repeatedly throw Happy Frog off the tower 

then ordering D'Val to jump after him, but unfortunately the evening is spoiled by the minor 

inconvenience of the tower you are in being overrun by egg carrying peasants. You are 

thrown off the tower yourself and killed, impaled on a wickedly sharpened peasant below.  

 

If you were still a Kai you could have called upon your powers to have detected and 

prevented all this, but as a king all you had was a crown and some robes. And no one 

bothered to test their latent Kai powers unfortunately, as they had the potential to develop a 



fourth tier of ridiculously overpowered Kai Disciplines and win the fight against Evil once 

and for all.  

 

 

Oh well, your life and mission end here then. 

    

    

27272727 

You try to put on your best evil face, and laugh your best evil laugh, and just generally 

exude evil. You think about hurting small badgers, teaching the initiates 'blindfolded greel' 

and remember the look on Ulnar's face when you pulled out a Duranese Sunning Board 

instead of the Sommerswerd on the fortieth day of the Holmgard siege. Classic.  

 

You laugh a wicked laugh and Banedon looks interested. "Perhaps you are evil," he says 

with wonder, and walks over. "Let me tell you all about the master plan..."  

 

Wow, his blue eyes are so dreamy, and he has the most soothing voice...  Oops. You 

suddenly realise you have missed the entire explanation on what is going on just now. 

Something about Durenor and eggs and world domination.  

 

"Wait, were you staring into my eyes?" asks evil Banedon aghast. You realise that evil 

people don't look dreamily into one another's eyes, and deftly cover by kicking him in the 

crotch now he is closer and too distracted to maintain his Net spell.  

 

While Banedon is down on the ground in tears, you yoink his egg from him, hoping it will 
tell you what's happening. Unfortunately it seems to be dud. You tuck it into your tunic 

anyway, incase it will be useful.  

 

You don't need to note this down anywhere, just remember not to feel guilty when you turn 

to any sections asking about having a dud egg later. You aren't cheating like you usually do. 

You actually have that item this time!  

 

Hmm, what to do? You realise you should get back onto The Flying Ship and make off with 
all great haste to Durenor. Nothing to do with the eggs really, just that Banedon can be a 

right bugger when he's angry. And you reckon he will be quite angry when he recovers from 

your Kai-power assisted power-kick. Another country might be a good move for the 

moment.  

 

Your dwarfish crew need no telling as you run up, Banedon's foul and nasty temper are 

legendary amongst the dwarfs. Before you can say 'Umm, isn't this journey a little too quick 

for the distance covered' you are already in Durenor.  

 

Well, since you are here, maybe you should see the king in Hammerdal and find out if he 

has a clue as to what is happening with all these eggs. Or, or course, you could go down 

and see why the heck the three tunnels through the mountains are blocked by giant eggs at 

the moment. Odd that.  



 

 If you wish to check out one of the giant eggs, turn to 29292929  

 If you wish to carry onwards to Hammerdal to see the king, turn to 30303030  

 If you possess a Decision Wand, and wish to use its last charge, turn to 35353535    

    

    

28282828  

There are thoughtful expressions, some stroking of various chins, some non-committal but 

obviously-swayed-by-the arguments nods, some hmm noises, some more chin stroking, and 
a brief period of discussion where a large piece of slate is taken out and chalk marks 

scribbled on it to create various strange diagrams as the point is thought through from all 

angles. More chin stroking and non-committal yet very positive head movements occur.  

 

"Lone wolf...I?" they say.  

 

"Yes," you reply, trying not to appear too eager.  

 

There is more chin stroking, and some more head nodding between everyone as they all 

agree some point. Two podium..podiums...podiae?... are then erected and a vigorous 

presidential style debate is engaged in for an hour, with a mutually satisfactory conclusion 

reached. Some hand shaking is engaged in, along with some vigorous and happy head 

nodding. However, then thete are some quizzical looks, some more hmm noises and more 
chin stroking, before a final brief huddle.  

 

"There was already a King Lone Wolf in MS2789. Would 'King Lone Wolf II' be alright?" 

Some more chin stroking is engaged in as your reply is awaited.  

 

"Of course not!" you yell, drawing the Sommerswerd. "I'm not some second rate sequel, I'm 

the first and best Lone Wolf! I have a cool sword. I can kill people just by thinking about it!"  

 

With righteous indignation you try to spin around and walk off, but unfortunately pride 

comes before a fall and your trip over, impaling yourself on the Sommerswerd.  

 

 

Your life and mission end here, and after some nodding and chin stroking they even put 

'Lone Wolf II' on your tomb stone! 

    

    

29292929 

"Head down this flying bathtub," you scream to the Dwarves, but the booze ratio is far too 

high to proceed in such landing at such a high speed.  

 

You start to see the mountains too close, for the umpteenth time, but between a spray of 

boozy vomit and another, the little guardians of the sky manage to prevent the clash with 

the mountain.  

 



"Holy Ishtar", you think, "Why did I choose Sixth Sense even if I know that I had to cope 

with those happy little boozers?"  

 

"Try to land 15 feet from the northern egg!" You scream to the crew....But dwarven foots 

are smaller than yours, and your laziness to save a long walk leads you to the destruction of 

the big egg.  

 

The collision is quick and noisy, and as a crack appears on the egg, the flames start to erupt 

and lava begins to melt the hull of the skyship.  

 

All you see are long beards that takes flames, and your friendly little dwarves that try to 

extinguish the flames with the booze, the only liquid on the skyship.  

 

 If you want to enjoy the scene a little more, turn to 56565656  

 If you don't mind the dwarves and you jump out the skyship, turn to 63636363    

    

    

30303030 

Shortly, you arrive above the king's residence in Durenor's gleaming capital. The dwarves' 

parking is more accurate than usual, the damage inflicted on the palace buildings probably 

only running into the low tens of thousands of Gold Crowns in repairs.  

 

You hurriedly disembark from The Flying Ship and head off to see the king. The palace 
guards are none too friendly a bunch, muttering stuff about Kai Lords only turning up when 

the Sommlending get scared and need the Durenese to hold their hands and make them 

feel better. You brush the insults off lightly, thinking, Sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but words will never hurt me as much as Kai-Surge'll hurt sarcy Durenese soldiers.  
 

Leaving the unconscious forms of the guards behind, you make your way purposefully 

towards the king's chambers. As you approach, a herald scurries up the corridor to meet 

you, a look of concern on his face.  

 

"Excuse me, sir, can I help you?" he asks as he blocks your path.  

 

"Yes," you reply imperiously, "I am Lone Wolf, Kai Sup-"  

 

"Oh, yes, sir," he says with what could quite possibly be interpreted as a flippant roll of the 

eyes, "I know the rest - we have to learn it at school."  

 

You are impressed by the priorities of the Durenese education system - you reckon the kids 

in Sommerlund could do with a lot more learning about you in their curriculum - but you are 

not entirely happy with the off-hand attitude of this official. You are just about to casually 

knock off another quick blast of Kai-Surge - on the basis that it doesn't cost any 

ENDURANCE when it's for fun - when you notice smoke issuing from under the door at the 

end of corridor: the door to the king's throne room!  

 



 If you wish to immediately shove the herald aside and make for the throne room  

  as fast as you can, turn to 39393939.  

 If you want to Kai-Surge the herald first as pay-back for his irreverence in the  

  presence of someone as truly awe-inspiring and wonderful as yourself,  

  turn to 41414141. 

    

    

31313131 

No sooner has the Bo'sun's knock reached your ears than you spring to the door and press 

yourself against it, stealthily. The fact that there's no real need for stealth is irrelevant. Ear 

glued to the door and hand grasping the slightly sticky brass knob, you await the second 

knock (knowing that a good dwarf always knocks twice before barging into someone else's 

private quarters). The moment you hear the Bo'sun's knuckles touch the wood, you wrench 

the door open and give vent to your manliest battle cry, "FOR PO...SOMMERLUND AND 

THE PO...KAI!" then lunge forward to headbutt the Bo'sun right in the centre of his smug 

face. Unfortunately, in your enthusiasm you overlook (no pun intended) the fact that the 

Bo'sun is three feet tall; with a most un-dashing clatter of weapons and gargle of interrupted 

battle cry, the momentum of your vicious headbutt carries you right over the Bo'sun's head 

and dumps you unceremoniously on the floor. Your Supreme Master Discipline of Uber 

Huntingness Mastery enables you twist as you fall, and as a result you manage to land on 

your back instead of your beautiful face. With a snarl of rage that sounds more like a meow, 

even to you, you fling out your hand and let rip with a Lightning Hand spell to roast that 

damn Bo'sun's rear end. However, you again forget the Bo'sun's diminutive stature, and 

rather than singeing his behind your spell strikes him full in the back of the helmet and 

makes his head explode messily.  

 

You stumble to your feet and stare aghast at the gooey remains of the dwarf. You are filled 

with horror at the realisation that some of the gore splashed through the doorway and into 

your cabin. "Still," you mutter aloud, "at least my Po...Journal is safe."  

 

Turning away from the scene, you go back to the main deck. Or do you? Pick a number 

from the Dwarf's Exploded Head Roulette Table to find out (if you don't have a Dwarf's 
Exploded Head Roulette Table, use a Random Number Table and a bit of imagination).  
 

 If you pick a piece of skull or brain (1-9), turn to 36363636  

 If you pick a smear of blood (0), turn to 42424242    

    

    

32323232  

You dig deep into your heart of hearts and expound all the joys of life. Long walks on the 

beaches of Sommerlund. The sights from the harbour of Toran. Seeing small puppies 

before you toss them into the sea. The shining eyes of a small child - filled with innocence 

and wonder - before you Mindblast them into unconsciousness or Mind Charm them to run 

up to the King and kick him in the crotch.  

 

You have tears in your eyes at all the beauty in life, and so does Banedon. Unfortunately it 



is tears of laughter. With wicked tones the evil Banedon laughs at your attempts to break 

the mind control, and worse at your wussy tears. His tears grow greater and great in volume 

and occurrence, his laughter higher and more mocking as you cry harder. Soon he is 

doubled up, and then he falls to the floor in hysterics, banging his hand off the floor.  

 

This causes the egg he is holding to be shaken free, and it rolls over towards you.  

 

"Woofie!" says Banedon, free of the mind control finally. He sees your tear-streaked face 

and runs over to hug you in a mighty bear hug. However, you don't notice as you have 

picked up the now faded and dud-looking egg to inspect it better. Banedon is forced to go 

from running concern to nonchalant walk instantly, and comes over feigning interest. "So 

what are they?" he asks, which spoils your own question. 

 

"I don't know, I was hoping you would, but they are appearing everywhere!" you say.  

 

"Count me in on whatever you want to do Woo....Lone Wolf," says Banedon with a more 

masculine tone of voice. You nod with satisfaction and order your dwarfs to stop standing 

around. Then need to get roaringly drunk, enough to fly at full speed to Durenor.  

 

Unfortunately, they are already drunk enough, and start trying to fly there by flapping their 

wings. Luckily with Banedon by your side you round them all up and get them to fly to 

Durenor using The Flying Ship instead.  
 

While this is happening, you should probably go and note the fact you have a Dud Egg and 

Banedon with you.  Go on, do it now, you know what your memory is like. You don't 

remember those 100 Gold Crowns you owe me either, do you? Nope! See, terrible 

memory. Write that one down too (the Crowns, not the memory thing).  

 

Anyway, The Flying Ship covers the large distance in no time due to drunken dwarfs and 
the magic of Narrative Inconsistency, and you see a startling sight. The three tunnels of 

Durenor are now blocked off by three giant eggs. Whatever could hatch out of those, you 

wonder?  

 

 If you wish to fly down and see one of these eggs for yourself, turn to 29292929  

 If you wish to carry on to Hammerdal itself to see the king, turn to 30303030    

    

    

33333333  

You try to laugh loudly and menacingly and even turn your shoulder with disdain, which is 

hard to do when entrapped by a Net spell.  

 

However, Banedon is simply not falling for it. "You cannot fool me, Lone Wolf, I know all 

about you!" says your once-friend confidently. "And I know that you would be immune to 

my harshest tortures and mental tricks. Bit I know there is one way to torture you, 

something you would find distasteful. And it will cause you a discomfort so thoroughly 

loathing that it will make you beg me to stop it!"  



 

With that, he clicks his fingers and two hooded mages come forward. They remove their 

hoods, and reveal the stunning faces of two beautiful Sisters of the Crystal Star. They then 

carry on, removing the rest of their robes, and answer you age old question 'what does a 

mage have on under those heavy robes?' In this case, it would be a set of skimpy 

undergarments, in the Brotherhood (and Sisterhood) blue, that look remarkably like those 

worn by the attractive female adventurers interviewed in your po...journals. From what you 

dimly recall anyway, reading them as you do for the articles.  

 

They then take out some oils, and begin to m- 

 

SLAP!  
 

"Oi, I know what you are daydreaming about you pervert!" says one of the still sensibly 

dressed Sisters, displaying some latent Kai abilities in reading your mind as well as a vicious 

Left Hand. Unfortunately, your appraising look must have be mistaken for gauging her 

Weaponskill not Sixth Sense and the second sister knees you with disgust in the groin. 

Apparently, what a mage keeps under their robe is various means of inflicting great pain on 

innocent daydreaming Grand Masters.  

 

"Uh-hum," coughs Banedon from behind, as if to remind the two girls they are supposed to 

be seducing seductively and not beating you to a pulp. Both shudder and with uncertain 

moves try their best to entice you with their charms while touching you as little as physically 

possible.  

 

"Haha!" cackles Banedon, "I know you well, and even if not, as a monk I know this 

attention will be both distasteful morally and physically repulsive to you! Haha! You will 

break soon!"  

 

"Umm...yes. You know me...so well. Yes..." you say with your best innocent face., "but I 

shall resist! For as many hours as this takes!"  

 

However, after only half an hour it is the girls that run off screaming in disgust, and you are 

forced to run after them. Apparently Banedon let his Net spell break quiet early, tears in his 
eyes at the 'pain' he has to inflict on you and empathetically feel.  

 

"I'm sorry Wolfie!" he says, the egg spell on him apparently broken. You push him off the 

platform in your determination to prove your monk fortitude with more 'torture', but alas 

the sisters have barricaded the door, perhaps fearing your Kai vengeance for such 'torture'. 

Yes, that must be it.  

 

Well, that was a bust!  

 

"Woofie? Why?" says a voice waaaay down below. "We need to go to Durenor and save the 

Durenese before this eggy evil overtakes everything!" There is some pitiful coughing from 

below, and you wonder if you should go rescue Banedon. After all, he's really quite drea-  



 

"Oh my goodness, maybe you are Kai's Bane. And evil!" says Banedon suddenly.  
 

Oops. Oh well, perhaps a better tactic would be leaving here as fast as humanly or 

dwarfishly possible and check out Durenor. You can bravely do something heroic there and 

prove that you aren't evil. Because Banedon is actually quite mean and hurtful when he 

thinks he's hunting evil. Yep, time to split! 

 

You heroically run off to The Flying Ship and hit some random dwarfs to get them to fly 
you to Durenor. Perhaps simply to get rid of you quickly, they comply - a little too quickly - 

and before you know it you are about to fly over the peaks that mark Hammerdal is near. 

That's when you spot that there are in fact giant eggs covering the three main tunnels that 

lead to the Durenese capital. Weird!  

 

 If you wish to go and investigate one of these strange eggs, go to 29292929  

 If you wsih to carry on to Hammerdal, and perhaps find out what the heck is  

  going on from the king, turn to 30303030    

    

    

34343434 

You start reminding Banedon of what a worthless and useless prat he really is. You remind 

him that if you hadn't saved him way back at Raumas, he would have had his head staved in 

by a Giak that you could kill easily with a rock. You remind him that he almost lost his 

skyrider over Vassgonia if it weren't for you. And that he really did lose his skyrider during 

the Lavas attacks. And that he had managed to do bugger all during the eight years you 

were in the Daziarn except forge an amulet and a Korlinium scabbard, and you suspect that 

Rimoah did the bulk of the work for that. And you remind him that, according to Legends, 

his epic battle against the Gomaehickiemawoggit-thing to get his skyrider was in fact  all in 

his head and a trick of the Elder Magi.  

 

You are really getting into this, enjoying yourself immensely, right up until Banedon crushes 

the egg in a fit of rage and then Lightning Bolts you squarely in the chest. Remove 25 

ENDURANCE points. I know you don't have an Action Chart for this, so delete them from 
your new shiny 'Flight From the Dark' Action Chart for being quite so smug and having the 
book already. Not that I am bitter.  

 

Luckily, as a Kai Supreme Master you can Nexus and Deliverance away all the damage, but, 

darn it it's not what he did, it's the way that he did it that hurts emotionally. You start crying 

a little bit, and Banedon - upon seeing you pain and being free of eggy control - forgets his 

own pain and rushes forward.  

 

"Woofie! I'm sorry!" he says and hugs you, and you both stand there giving each other 

plutonic manly hugs of support in this emotional and trying time until your dwarf crew 

comes across and coughs a few times. And then get a crowbar or two to pry you both 

apart.  

 



"Bandey! We're in trouble!" you report, "what on earth is it with all the eggs everywhere?"  

 

"I don't know!" he says, "one just appeared on my doorstep this morning, and when I 

picked it up I went all evil! Can you ever forgive me?"  

 

The dwarf crew administer gentle taps of the crow bars to both your heads to forestall any 

more hug-fests.  

 

"I remember something," Banedon says, "I remember thinking that Durenor was important, 

and that I had to stop anyone going there. We must go there Woolfie! Now!"  

 

Of course, this is exactly the sort of thing you wanted to hear, and you unsheathe the 

Sommerswerd, sever all the crowbars, hug Bandey again then rush off to The Flying ship 
with Banedon in tow to do some heroic daring do!  

 

You should note in the 'Notes' section of your Notes the noteworthy note that Banedon is 
now with you.  

 

The Flying Ship flies towards Durenor, and as you get close you see a terrifying sight: the 
three tunnels are blocked up with giants eggs! What on earth could be in those?  

 

 If you wish to go down and investigate one of those eggs, turn to 29292929  

 If you wish to carry on to Hammerdal and the king, and see what is what, turn to  

  30303030    

    

    

    

    

    

35353535  

You take out your wand, and- 

 

No you don't! You can't get that sort of wand on this adventure! I told you, you just can't 

stop yourself from cheating, can you?. It's alright, you are amongst friends here. This is a 

safe space. There is no judgement here (you cheating liar you). The first stage is simply 

admitting you have a problem. The second stage is turning to 27272727    

    

    

36363636  

You quickly flick the scraps of skull and brain off your tunic and, now presentable once 

more, head (no pun intended yet again) for the deck.  
 

As you bound vigorously out into the open air, you collide with the rest of the crew coming 

the opposite way. If they find the Bo'sun's body, missing a head, your reputation will suffer 

untold damage. People will think you have strange perversions, and all the epic poems that 

have been written about your heroic exploits will be re-written as tacky limericks.  



 

"Come on, Wolf-face, let us past," the dwarves complain as you stand rigidly in the 

doorway. Their eyes narrow (yes, all of them, simultaneously) as suspicions begin to dawn. 

"We heard a weird squelchy explosion and we're going to check it out."  

 

"Er...no," you say. "You're not. There's nothing to see...er...in there. Just...wood. 

And...ship. Yes." Phew, that wasn't too bad. But the dwarves don't give up that easily.  

 

"You're hiding something, mister. Let us past. Now!"  

 

Eek! you think to yourself, then "Eek!" you say aloud. You have to think of something, fast! 
You could kill them all, but then who'd fly the ship? Quickly, quickly...  

 

Nope, can't do it. You didn't become the Kai Supreme Master by thinking on your feet*. 

You decide you'll just have to come clean. You sigh resignedly. "Alright, I'll tell you. I am 

hiding something. I was in my cabin with my alone time...er...journals, and--"  

 

Your explanation is interrupted by a disgusted scream from the lead dwarf. "Ok, ok! We get 

the picture!" He turns to the rest of the crew. "We'll ignore any more squelchy explosions, 

right? We don't need to know..." The dwarves hurry off to their duties, many muttering and 

grimacing, some even clutching their stomachs.  

 

A few minutes later, The Flying Ship is speeding towards Durenor, lurching slightly as it 
goes, as though queasy. Before long - in fact, before five minutes have elapsed - you can 

see the Hammerdal range, complete with new egg-shaped gates on the tunnels. Very 

snazzy. No, wait a minute! Those aren't gates! They're actual giant eggs!  

 

 

 If you want to land and approach one of the giant eggs on foot, turn to 37373737  

 If you want to crash the Flying Ship into a giant egg and see if the shell breaks,  

  turn to 38383838  

 
*For the record, you became the Kai Supreme Master by trying every available course of action until you 

found one that didn't kill you. Somehow, you just kept coming back, no matter how utterly you were 

destroyed. You've never quite figured that one out. Some form of cosmic glitch, presumably 

 

 

37373737 

You react to the landing (and by landing, I mean crash) by skillfully jumping off at the last 

moment, dynamically rolling out of the fall, heroically leaping to your feet with weapon 

raised, merrily picking some flowers you spot that Banedon might like, guiltily avoiding the 

furious looks the dwarf crew are shooting you from the wreckage of The Flying Ship, and 
finally by charging at some Giaks that have appeared from nowhere,  giggling like a 

schoolboy as you get to behead them.  

 

Giaks in Durenor? Whatever is happening? You stop to ask one of them, but realise that 

Giaks are quite stupid creatures - especially the beheaded ones - and know nothing. You 



carry on hacking with glee until you come to the base of the eggy blockage.  

 

The tunnel of Tarnalin is an impressive height, and the giant egg blocking it is even more 

so. You hack apart the last of the Giaks then ask them what is going on, but they play 

dead. Curses to their vile childishness.  

 

What is a hero to do? There appears to be no answers here.  

 

 If you wish to try using your uber-Kai skills to move the egg aside so you can  

  make you way to Hammerdal on foot, turn to 43434343  

 If you wish to try and hack into the egg with your weapon, turn to 38383838  

 If you wish to simply ask the egg what is going on, turn to 44444444    

    

    

38383838 

This is not tactically the best move you could make, owing to the whole 'filled with lava' 

situation in regards to the egg. Haha! Fooled you! It's not really-.  

 

ARGH! 
 

Oh, wait, actually it is. The egg succumbs quite easily to the assault, and lava squirts 

everywhere. If you are a less egotistical player, and imagine wielding a normal weapon, well 

then it gets dissolved by a squirt of lava and you are left holding an overheated stump of 

weapon. You keep it in your hands for as long as humanly possible to maintain a macho 

exterior before subtly dropping it and crying like a girl at the pain. Though if you are a less 

egotistical player, boy, I dunno what you think about this gamebook. You might even think 

it's some form of parody!  

 

Normal well adjusted players will of course have been waving the Sommerswerd around like 

it was just a fashion accessory. After all, why would anyone put such great bling into the 

safekeeping of the monastery? King Ulnar and the protection of Sommerlund / 

Magnamund be damned! So yeah, those players will be able to shrug off the lava thing.  

 

Anyway, the real point was actually that while you are sitting here thinking it's all about you 
and your poor weapon, your poor dwarfs are now contending with lava squirts that are 

setting fire to The Flying Ship. Sadly the alcohol content of the ship - and the ability of 
dwarfs to quaff it - means the ship is pretty much ready to go off if someone has one too 

many Vindaloos. Actually fiery lava getting close? Whoo-boy! 

 

Of course, you have more immediate concerns, like the Lava Dragon that has just emerged. 

Nah, this time I am kidding, you can go back to laughing at dwarfs on fire if you like.  

 

 If you want to enjoy the scene just a little more, turn to 56565656  

 If you don't care about the dwarfs and your ship, you notice that the way through  

  the Tunnel of Tarnalin is open. You can now simply walk through. Turn to  

 63636363    



    

    

39393939  

Bursting impressively through the mighty oaken doors to the throne room with the standard 

heroic cry of "Aha!", you are soon stopped in your tracks by the blazing inferno that 

currently rages beneath Alin's throne.  

 

"My Po...Journals!" he exclaims, clinging tearfully to a charred corner of parchment. "I 

thought they'd be safe there!"  

 

A royal aide scurries in from a neighbouring room, his face rigid with alarm. Hastening to 

his king's side, he forces out the bad news: "Even the classics, your highness. He even set 

fire to your entire collection of classic issues of 'Crown Jewels Exposé Daily, With Regular 

Features On The Crown Jewels Of All Major Monarchs By Our Resident Correspondent, 

Lord Tilt Leftingham'. I did what I could, but I only salvaged half a page. And it's..." he 

gulped hard, "half a page of....text, Your Highness." 

 

Over the king's renewed wailing at this dire news, you bellow until the aide comes over. "I 

am the Kai Supreme Grandest Super-Master. What's happening here?!" The aide grimaces, 

seemingly battling with his conscience, then relents. "Well, my lord, the palace has been 

infiltrated by a po...journal arsonist. We'd heard reports from the city of a few cases of burnt 

po...journals, but his Highness thought it was most likely just a series of unrelated accidents, 

maybe people getting too excited over the...fascinating articles. Spontaneously combusting 

the...publications. So to speak." He pauses, grimaces again, then sighs and ploughs on. 

"Since you're a long-time ally of Durenor, I suppose I can tell you. The king is the latest 

victim, and you can see from the scale of the destruction that this arsonist is no amateur. 

He located seventeen completely separate stashes of po...journals scattered all over the 

palace, and comprehensively set every one of them alight. In the most secure vault, we 

found this calling card of sorts." He hands you a small egg, then shrugs. "It must have been 

left by the arsonist. Even his Highness wouldn't take an egg--" He stops suddenly. "I should 

get back." 

 

You nod distractedly, then turn away. There is little you can do to aid in putting out the fire. 

And if there was, you wouldn't. That's what kings have staff for. Besides, whoever set the 

king's collection on fire might - just might - have taken one or two treasures 

of...journalism...away with him. You unconsciously bare your teeth at the thought, and the 

wolf in you rises to the challenge.  

 

There is a broken window in one wall, easily large enough for someone to have escaped 

through. Beyond the throne, there is a door, slightly ajar.  

 

Pick a number from the Random Number Table. This number is the number of Clues you 
find before you leave the throne room. Write this number somewhere aesthetically pleasing 

on your Action Chart.  
 

Now, what will you do?  



 

 If you leap through the broken window in pursuit of the arsonist, egg-leaver and  

  (hopefully) literature thief, turn to 45454545 

 If you feel the window is too obvious and decide to check the mysteriously half- 

  open door behind the throne, turn to 46464646 

 If you kick the sobbing King Alin into the journal-fuelled flames around his   

 throne (will it never end, you monster?!), turn to 47474747        

    

    

40404040  

Yes, that's right, you didn't become a Kai Supreme Master by getting your priorities right! 

Or was that the other way around?  

 

You zip and dart across the deck at speeds a mortal would scoff at towards your cabin in 

desperate hope for your Po...Supreme Master Journals. Several dwarven-shaped objects get 

blown backwards, and often, overboard, in your attempt to get there. You pay the screams 

of Drodarian plummeting to their death no mind; you can easily hire new dwarves.  

 

Fortunately, your correct priorities mean that you arrive at the cabin before the Bo'Sun, 

though only marginally. You immediately bolt the door and survey your burnt cabin. 

Amazingly; the walls look charred but strangely impeccable, as if a random crystal explosive 

went off but failed to burn for more than 0.7365 seconds.  

 

In a panic stricken moment, you run over to the blackened desk in the corner, and yank the 

draw open with your Supreme Mind over Matter Kai Discipline.  

 

Much to your relief, you find the Po...Journals perfectly safe and pristine thanks to the 

Platinum Amulet you cunningly stored there some time ago. Rimoah might have been a 

bumbling old git with a trendy beard; but you silent give him Kai's blessings for giving you 

this spare amulet and saving your collection.  

 

If you wish, you can stash the 'Journal' on your person. It is a Special Item that can tuck 

neatly into your cloak, and that you can use at any time outside of combat to restore 2 

ENDURANCE points!  

 

The is a rasping knock at the door. It is Bo'Sun; who has finally caught up.  

 

You:  

 Open the Door. Turn to 31. 31. 31. 31.  

 Use your Kai Supreme Discipline of Dwarf Control to make him go away. Turn  

  to 60. 60. 60. 60.  

 Ignore the fact that you're 50,000 feet in the air and leap out of the Cabin window  

  to escape. Turn to 55. 55. 55. 55.    

    

    

41414141  



You unleash the full fury of your psychic attack on the helpless official and he yelps, goes 

cross-eyed and then slumps to the ground in a heap. You smirk and step quickly past him 

to investigate the smoke coming from the throne room beyond.  

 

 Turn to 39393939. Yeah, yeah - that's the section you would've got to anyway. Whaddaya 

 mean you want real choices? What do you think this is - the Kai seriesKai seriesKai seriesKai series or 

 something!? 

    

42424242 

You turn around but then realise that rather than some easily disguisable brain (after all, did 

the Bo'sun really have a brain) you have some blood smear on you.  

 

"What's that!" yell the dwarf crew who happened to be standing around doing nothing - lazy 

sods - and spot you coming out of your cabin.  

 

"This, this is nothing, it's....strawberry jam..." you protest, but unfortunately it is too late and 

they aren't listening. To a dwarf the crew charge towards you, then passed you, then into 

your cabin.  

 

They smush the Bo'sun's remains into the cabin floor in their lust to get to all your 

Po...journals.  

 

Your scream in vain that it's all in Sommlending not dwarfish, and they won't understand 

any of the articles, but for some reason they don't seem to care.  

 

With screams of horror and pain you watch your collection be ripped apart and looted by 

the crew, who all disappear to their own cabins. Where...the lighting must be better.  

 

Robbed of your alone time magazines, you don't have the fortitude to carry on, and leap 

over the side of the ship.  

 

 

You life, mission, and devotion to checking out all the well rounded arguments of many 

female performers ends here.  

    

    

43434343  

It's great to be a Kai Uber Master Surpeme Grand everything. You can murmur a quick 

Strength spell, Kai-Surge the crap out of the ground around to vibrate the stone free, and 

Nexus away the sensations from touching a burningly hot egg that is apparently filled with 

lava. You can even Deliverance away the damage when little squirts of it spit out from the 

fissures you create as you move the egg. You can use your Invisibility to blend into the egg 

so the dwarfs can't see you as The Flying Ship suddenly catches fire.  
 

For those worried that this makes the choosing of your choice at the egg pretty 

meaningless, actually The Flying Ship caught fire because of something the dwarfs did and 



not you and your lava squirts. It's going to be reeeeeeeally important that you didn't cause 

the fire, honest! You should note that fact down on a Piece of Paper. Using perhaps a 
Coloured Crayon. Crayons are pretty.  
 

You managed to move the egg enough to see the tunnel entrance beyond. Puffed up with 

pride at your accomplishment, and ignoring the cries behind you, you enter the tunnel.  

 

 Turn to 63636363  

 

44444444 

Squaring your shoulders manfully, you stride up to the enormous egg and demand to speak 

to its leader. When no reply is forthcoming, you command it to tell you what it knows about 

the presence of Giaks in Durenor, the general state of the world, the unseasonably chilly 

weather, and the location of the nearest Po...Journal emporium.  

 

The dwarves gape. Passing animals gape. The severed Giak heads gape. This is, all told, 

the stupidest course of action you have taken so far in this adventure. Or any adventure. In 

a flash of good sense, the god Kai loses all faith in you as his champion and strikes you 

down with a particularly vicious lightning bolt, thus ridding Magnamund of your idiocy. Yes, 

Naar's minions will now be unopposed, but frankly they'll cause less carnage in a millennium 

than your block-headed ineptitude would have caused in a week.  

 

 

Your life and your mission end here. Thankfully. 

    

45454545 

You sprint to the window and, taking care not to catch yourself on any of the jagged edges 

of glass (thereby making youself look like a big girl, or at least a small boy), you leap 

through the opening and plunge toward the palace gardens below. Way, way, way below. 

So far below, in fact, that by the time you've finished thinking "Wow, I'm pretty high up. Or 

was. Not so much now, and less with every second. Hey, I can see my monastery from 

here!" you're still only halfway down.  

 

You admire the view. You compose a tasteless limerick. You make and eat a ham and 

mustard sandwich. Just as you begin to flex your stiff back and wonder if you've got time to 

take a power nap, you reach the ground. And when I say 'reach', I don't mean 'stretch out 

your arms towards'; I mean 'arrive at suddenly'...and, in your case, rather uncomfortably, to 

say the least.  

 

If your head is bare: pick a number from the Random Number Table, subtract the number 
of this paragraph, add fifty, then subtract this total from your ENDURANCE. Then subtract 

another two for good measure.  

 

If you are wearing King Alin's Crown, you are buoyed by the power of kinglyness. Three 

dozen assorted servants charge out from myriad doors during your descent and weave 

themselves into a crude but effective human mesh, cushioning your fall. Not only do you not 



lose any ENUDRANCE points from the fall, you actually gain ten from the feeling of 

superiority and general specialness that comes from having such devoted minions.  

 

If you survive your dramatic exit from the throne room, you cast around the area and see a 

minute dusting of fabric particles upon a blade of grass across the lawn. Using your Super-

Kai-Magna-Grandness-Mastery of Uber-Hunting-Fu, you magnify your vision a million fold 

and determine that these particles are, in fact, extremely big particles that dwarf you and the 

entire castle. You zoom out again. Honestly, sometimes you wonder why you bother with 

these Disciplines at all. Sighing wearily and kicking a servant (if one is present) or a carefully 

sculpted topiary hedge (if you are not the king and thus undeserving of servants), you race 

off in the direction indicated by the particle trail.  

 

 Shrug off the science fiction feel evoked by that last sentence, and turn to 48484848 

 

 

46464646 

You walk into the corridor revealed, and taking one last look backwards towards the sliver 

of light, you advance cautiously onwards. 

 

Well, except you have the Sommerswerd to cast light, you have insane levels of eyesight 

under Huntsmastery, and your advanced levels of Divination actually let you know about the 

dangers before they were even built five years ago. And besides, Advanced Nexus, 

superhuman reflexes and Deliverance let you survive the flamethrowers, acid spitters, 

spinning blades, rock slides, rolling boulders, mine wagon chases and everything else thrust 

at you. 

 

You start getting a little downhearted as you advance further, as surely nothing could be 

worth all this. In fact, you are preparing yourself for another doorway that leads out, with a 

sign saying 'We Hope You Enjoyed Alin's Fun House, Tell Your Friends With Superhuman 

Abilities Or Who Are Sleeping With Your Wife.' 

 

Instead, you find the motherload of jour...porn! 
 

The extra pictures of Viveka in the 'Female Assassins' Monthly - Facial Scar Special' article. 
The illustrated Legends adventures of Qinefer scaring that Helghast with - well, now you 
can see with what. Banedon's Bumper Fun Pop-Up Book of Naughty Magics is in here too! 

 

 

Tragically you never leave, although with your advanced lifespan and Hunting abilities you 

have many, many wonderful years of alone time first. Your non-deviant life and mission end 

here. 

    

    

47474747 

Usually kicking kings into flames is very inadvisable, luckily your Kai Nexus protects you and 

so it's all good. Let's face it, King Alin is no Ulnar - if Ulnar had his porn burned, he would 



not be crying. Oh no, he'd have D'Val removing heads and would be invading the 

Darklands while waving the Sommerswerd around his head despite all of your protests. 

 

Ulnar is a proper king. 
 

King Alin just blubs a little more and then rolls around on the ground putting out the flames, 

which dislodges his crown. The courtiers say nothing as you grab the crown, put it on and 

proclaim yourself King Lone Wolf I! Haha! Let's see Ulnar refuse to have tea and biscuits 

with you now! 
 

Still, this doesn't solve the problem of the po...journal arsonist. 

 

 If you wish to use your new-found Kingly abilities to leap out the window after  

  the egg-leaving po...journal arsonist, go to 45454545 

 If you wish to instead investigate the half-open door behind your new throne, go  
  to 46464646    

    

    

48484848 

You rush through the twisting labyrinth of greenery and irritating peasants while focusing on 

the ground ahead your Grand Huntsmastery skill, then your Huntmastery skill, then your 

Hunting skill, then your Tracking skill, then your Pathsmanship skill, and then your Grand 

Pathsmanship skill. Finally you grab a cute dog from a passing orphan and let it follow the 

damn trail for you. 

 

"Warped core breach! All hands, brace for impact!" comes the cry. You stop for a moment 

worried you have accidentally been led into a different narrative. Again.  

 

"Sorry, sir," says a better dressed peasant up a ladder, looking at a large apple tree. "All the 

apples on these trees have warped cores, so the outer skin is broken. They'll probably be 

rotten by the time they are picked, so I'm shaking the branch here and all the gardening 

hands below will catch the apples on a sheet." 

 

"Wow, where do you come from?" you ask the ladder man. 

 

"The Stornlands, sir." 

 

"Hmm, that's a long way to go for that joke," you muse, "What is you name?" you ask him. 

 

"V'Dal, sir, I'm actually the hair dresser, but lots of people have rushed off with eggs in their 

hands so I was forced to do a spot of gardening too. It's mostly the same, except with 

bigger scissors and less whining." 

 

"Well V'Dal, the king has run off!* I am off to 'find' him (and make sure he stays lost). I 

declare you the Captain of the King's Guard, and charge you to look out for my - I mean 

the - capital until I get back!" 



 

"Yes, sire!" he says, taking to his new captain-ly duties by leaping heroically off the ladder 

and trimming the hair of one of the gardening hands into a wickedly sharpened point. 

Satisfied, he wields the two-handed broad peasant while cackling insanely at the powers you 

have invested him with. 

 

"Stout fellow, carry on!" you say, pleased at your sensible choice. You are welcome to take 

your - I mean the - new captain of the guard along with you, if you don't think he'll slow you 
down. If you do, note it down by trimming the words into the 'Hair' section of your soon to 

be Ex-Best Friend. 
 

You journey onwards and the dog pulls harder when he obviously gets close to the scent. 

Sadly, the scent is simply his favourite chew toy. However, the intersection he had left the 

toy beside luckily seems to be where you needed to go. 

 

To the left, the pathway disappears in to the Tunnels of Tarnalin, and the funny particles 

seem to be visible going in that direction. 

 

However, to the right the pathway seems to want to loop back to the palace, and you can 

spot some egg shell fragments along it. 

 

 

What to do, what to do, what to do, what to do.... Oh yes, write some options for you, that 

was it. Forget my own head next, so I will. 

 

So, what do you want to do? 
 

 Go left towards the tunnels? Go to 63636363 

 Go right towards the palace again? Go to 49494949 
 

*The king hasn't run off, of course, Lone Wolf just can't stop lying. Like the time he said Haakon had been 

killed in mortal combat, when in reality Haakon had just removed his helm to scratch his nose and dissolved.    
    

    

49494949 

You walk along, reminiscing about all the trials and tribulations this adventure has thrown at 

you, all the good times, the singing, the laughter, the singing, the tears, the music of the 

nineties that might now stay in your head at that subtle reference. 

 

Obviously, if you've blown through this quickly, this will seem like an odd place to be 

winding up. I can only say you have been spared and should be thankful. 

 

If you are alone, many Durenese people be staring aghast at the mad man who reminisces 

to himself. If you have a Dud Egg to talk to, they will run away instead. If V'Dal or Banedon 

is with you, then whew, it's all good. And if they are both with you, you make sure you are 
in the middle of the two because you  need to be the centre of attention here! 
 



The bits of egg shell continue to be visible as you walk along. Then, you see something 

horrifying - a broken open egg! Sorry, that wasn't the horrifying thing, the horrifying thing is 

the lumpy slimy shape that scuttles out from it and rushed off towards the palace. It would 

remind you of the scene from Alien, if you have seen that film. If not, then it won't. And if 

you have, that won't help the 'Lone Wolf' you. Lone Wolf can't have seen Alien, because 

Sommerlund outlawed cinema in MS4005. 

    

You (the Lone Wolf you) rush off after it, using all your powers of uberness to make 

following an obvious slime trail appear cool, difficult, and heroic. The uberness helps you 

keep up, and you see it grow as it moves, forming a larger and larger human-like lump. You 

lose it (the thing, not your mind) at the palace doors, but can easily see the thing is making 

for the throne room.  

 

You burst through the doors, strike a heroic pose, let the rising sun sparking with a ting off 
of your perfect teeth, and survey the area as much as your upturned head allows. 

 

"Helghast!" you say, seeing two of these loathsome creatures standing around. Then their 

features melt and contort, and before you stand two copies of King Alin. "And you are 

disguising yourself as 'King' Alin! You fiends!" 

 

The two Helghast (Helgasts? Helghii?) laugh. "Oh no, Aki Amaz..." 
 

"Actually, it's Lone Wolf, can all you guys stop making up names for me?" 

 

"...don't you see. All this time, being Helghast...s...ii... disguised as other people has been 
our disguise! We are King Alin!" 
 

"You...fiends? No, wait, I'm confused." 

 

"Haha! And so your poor Sommlending brain should be! You come over here, stomp over 

our land, go bother our neighbours to the West and start a bloody war! So yes, we offered 

the Darklords our service and pretended to be 'Helghast' in the days of old. And when you 

bastards went and killed us with the Sommerswerd, we pretended to be your friends so 

you'd give us the blade in return for our alliance. And when you tried to take it back in 
recent times, we tried to stop you. And who do you think really told Zagarna about 
Fehmarn? And aided Vonotar? And tried to stop you returning to Holmgard? And then sort 

of slept for about eight years and then decided to go off to stop your quest for the 

Lorestones when the Darklords started moving again?" 

 

"You? I assume?" 

 

"Haha!" 

 

"Boy, you guys really hold a grudge, don't you?" 

 



"And so over the years we have bidded....bid...bidden?...waited for you to grow to the 

height of your arrogance and complacency before striking!" There is then an embarrassed 

pause. "Umm, though to be fair we sort of think you're probably not there yet even now..." 

 

"Yeah, we kinda just got bored waiting for it," agrees the second Helghast. 

 

"And so now, we will strike!" 

 

"Oh yeah?" you say, drawing the Sommerswerd, then sidestepping with an embarrassed 

shuffle yourself so the blade can strike the light from the rising sun instead of your teeth. "I 

think you have forgotten about a little thing called this!" 
    

"Haha!" cackles the Helghast, "we don't get killed by that thing. We just get reduced to 

ashes. And then like the phoenix-" 

 

"The what?" 

 

"-we rise from the ashes anew! In eggs! HAHAHAHAHA! Haha!" 

 

"Ooooooh, that's what those are," you say. 

 

"Haha! Indeed! We have you completely surprised, and now you will completely die!" 

    

Hmm. Well, that's annoying, you were caught completely by surprise. Well, you must be, I 

only just made it up right now so there's been no build up to this whatsoever. However, 

that's you as in you the reader (maybe we need a new pronoun for all this). You, Lone Wolf, 

had a chance to get some clues, didn't you? If you have no idea what I mean, then ok, you 

didn't - you get a 0. 

 

Anyway, take that number of clues (0=10. So ignorance is bliss). If The Flying Ship  was hit 
by lava but you haven't convinced yourself it wasn't your fault (ouch, brain) then half that 

number, rounding up, because of the distraction of guilt. Though you would assume the 

tickle was lice. If Banedon is with you, he's good at spotting stuff like this, so add 2. If V'Dal 

is with you, he was blathering all about weird stuff on the way here, so add 2. If you have a 

crown, it was a bit slimy so add 1. 

 

 If your total is now 4 or less, go to 62626262 

 If your total is 5 or more, go to 64646464 

    

    

50505050  

The King looks thoroughly shocked, but as Banedon has not appeared today, there is spare 

tea and fancies getting cold.  

 

You sit down, chat about the weather, and the annoyance of dealing with peasants, and 

share a few ribald jokes you have heard recently.  



 

Infact, you and King Ulnar - 'Kingie U' as you are now allowed to call him - are getting on 

like a house of fire, and so it is really a shame that the distraction has allowed Happy Frog 

to put laxatives into your drink so now something else feels like it is on fire.  

 

You desperately have to dash off to use the privy, and don't come back until you have lost 

3 COMBAT SKILL and 5 ENDURANCE due to the ...umm...weight removal. The sheer effort 

has even made you forget a Discipline! Probably Animal Mastery though, cause really, who 

ever uses it?  

 

"Dear Kai! You look terrible!" says King Ulnar.  

 

"Thanks Kingie U, I..." your words trail off as you realise he isn't talking to you at all, he is 

talking to Happy Frog, who has stolen your place and drink, and is pretending to have a 

splinter in his finger for sympathy.  

 

You are going to kick them both in the crotch, but realise that you now don't have your 

uber Kai Supreme Mastership anymore, nor it's arrogance. With a tear rolling from your 

eye, and a small pain in your heart as you hear the happy laugher of the king and the 

initiate, you turn away, push D'Val off the top of the tower, and sadly make your way over 

to The Flying Ship to continue with your mission.  
 

 

 If you wish to fly to Durenor to go see if King Alin will have tea with you, turn to  

 17171717  

 If you are too heartbroken for even that, turn to 2222 to travel to Banedon's for a  

  shoulder to cry on.  

 

And don't worry, D'Val's fall was broken by a poor peasant family, he's fine. 

    

    

    

51515151 

Banedon says he feels something odd down the left side he has not felt in a while. You look 

worriedly downwards until you realise he means the pathway. 

 

Accepting the advice of your long-time friend you both cautiously advance down the craggy 

tunnels. Dear Kai, can the Durenese not have smoothed these tunnels out? Lazy good for 

nothings! Smelly too! 

 

It takes you a while to use your Huntmastery skills -  and your general knowledge gained 

from all the evil tunnels you have constantly walked down - to realise something. This place 

has been gouged out of the rock by some loathsome creature. In fact, there it is, right 

infront of you! 

 

"Oh, my goodness, it's-" starts Banedon, but you interrupt him by jumping in front of him, 



being all protective and heroic. After all, who is the real hero of this story, right?  

 

"Stand aside dress-wearing chum, I shall deal with this evil myself! HAHAH- oh." You draw 

the Sommerswerd, and let its light wash over whatever foul fiend dares to pollute this place. 

However, what you see is something that surprises you - it is Banedon's old Guildmaster. 

 

"Banedon? Is that really you?" asks the kindly old man. 

 

"Ugh, I thought I got rid of you ages ago!" says Banedon in consternation. You look to your 

friend in surprise. "Well," continues Banedon to you, "he wanted to be the one to greet you 

when you came out of the Daziarn through the Shadowgate! After eight years of not seeing 

you, he wanted to have you all to himself! I couldn't allow it, so I got rid of him. Or so I 

thought. I guess he fled here and has been living in this tunnel all this time." 

 

"What? But.. but... Wait, how on earth could he have lived here all this time undiscovered?" 

you ask. 

 

"Eh," Banedon replies, "the Durenese probably saw him and couldn't be bothered to do 

anything about it. They are quite lazy you know. Stupid too. And smelly, don't get me 

started on how smelly they are." 

 

"But how could you? That's sounds sort of.... evil!" you say, still shocked. 

 

"Well of course it is, that was what I was trying to tell you earlier, all about my evil plan 

since I'm sick of teaching all the time, and you must be sick of saving the world all the time." 

 

"Well, it is a little dull... No, I mean, this can't be you talking! I thought that was the eggs!" 

 

"Eggs? No, I just really like eggs, they are so dreamy. That's why I decided to use them in 

my evil plans." 

 

"Really? As boring a reason as that? That sounds a bit tacked on." 

 

"FINE! How about next time I just stay home, and you can go find an EXCITING ending 

with your new best friends Mr and Mrs EGGS-CITING Ending." 

 

"Oh, Banedon, look, don't be like that. But, really, we can't go around doing evil and 

making evil plans. I mean, can we?" 

 

"Why not? We can crush the smelly Durense, overthrow Ulnar, and rule as buddy and 

chum. I don't see why we couldn't even throw in some dwarf slaughter, if you'd like?" 

 

"Well, that does sound rather fun..." you admit to yourself.  

 

"There we go, that's what I thought!" Banedon says in relief. "So, let me just Lightning 

Hand the old Guildmaster into permanent retirement, and we can go have ourselves some 



real fun for change!" 

 

What do you do? 

 

 Do you decide to join in with the wanton murder of the poor defenceless   

  Guildmaster, and onwards to rule the world? Go to 53535353 

 Or do you decide to stop your poor misguided friend, no mater the cost? Go to 54545454    

    

    

52525252 

You raise the Sommerswerd above your head, and clutch the egg close as if it were alive 

and could escape. The pathway twists and turns but the egg leads you steadily onwards, 

onwards, until... 

 

You are face to face with the hideous spawn that has...umm...spawned the eggs, the 

writhing tentacled monstrosity of the almightily Egg Mother! She is like an egg herself, with 

her slimy glistening shell pulsating horribly. She glares at you balefully with her many 

differently sized and shaped eyes, and leers with her single wide maw, all teeth and dripping 

corrosive saliva. 

 

Surely such a foul thing as this cannot exist? Actually, no, it probably couldn't. This has to 

be an illusion or something, surely? 

 

You sniff the egg you have been touching, then gingerly lick the back of it. Hmm, tastes like 

toad. Interesting. Ooh, the egg mother is now a strobing egg with pretty colours inside and 

out. You can see her laugher in the ripples of reality. Wow man! 

 

Wait, tastes like a toad? Or a frog perhaps... Then that must mean... 

 

"Curses, you have seen through my cunning plan!" says your initiate, Happy Frog, stepping 

out from a boulder that your imagination had turned into an eggy monster. 

 

"What is the meaning of this?" you say, drawing yourself up impressively, then giggling. 

 

"The meaning is to get out of your oppressive shadow and claim my rightful place as the 

lone Kai!" says Happy Frog. "I'll kill you off, and all my fellow Kai, and blame the Darklords 

or Agarashi or Naar or sheep or something. And then I will become legendary! 

Mwahahahaha!" 

 

Wow, who could have seen that one coming?  

 

So, what should you do: 

 

 Tell the young Kai he will never get away with it, and face him in mortal combat?  

 Turn to 57575757 

 Try to reason with the young Kai and turn him back to the side of light with some  



  inspirational talks? Turn to 58585858 

 Remember the true meaning of being a Kai Supreme Master and commence with  

  the crotch punching? Turn to 59595959    

    

    

53535353 

You raise your hand too and happily the pair of you cast Lightning Hand on the ground 

around the man, making the poor Guildmaster dance for your amusement until his poor 

weak broken heart gives out on him. You cackle your best cackle that Emperor Palpatine 

would be jealous of, and then dance hand in hand to hack and burn your way through 

Durenor, looping back to Sommerlund afterwards. 

 

The eggs have done their work by now, wiping out Holmgard, the Brotherhood of the 

Crystal Star, and the Kai Monastery. The people are grateful for the return of their two 

heroes in these dark times, and you get right on with the work of building a new larger 

palace with a special shield. You make sure the artefact generating that shield is hidden in a 

forest filled with small intelligent bears. 

 

You then rule for at least a fortnight in maniacal glee, happy as two heroes turned villains 

can be. And the people seem happier too, as you are actually less arrogant and demanding 

than Ulnar was. 

 

However, evil always turns upon itself, and one fateful breakfast time Banedon pinches the 

last of the toast, when you had told him the night before that you needed the carbs today 
for your Greel match. 

 

You slice his head off with the Sommerswerd, which forces his retaliatory Mind Charm to 

be mis-cast around a jar of jam. 

 

You spend the next week afterwards trying to impress the jam, which is actually a secret 

Grey Star fan and remains unimpressed. Broken hearted and without your bestest chum, 

you sadly spend your days in the uppermost room of the uppermost tower composing 

poetry about eggs in the hope that one day Banedon will return from some egg-y heaven. 

You start painting eggs through your tears with pictures of Banedon's face, rolling them out 

of the window at passing people and bunnies. 

 

And that, dear children, is how Easter really started.  
 

 

Your quest ends here, but the eggy legend will live on.    

    

    

54545454 

You raise your hand, but you actually point at Banedon. "Banedon's got some gin on him!" 

you cry out to the Guildmaster. 

 



Banedon looks at you startled, but it is too late. The old Guildmaster comes instantly to  life 

and leaps frantically at his old pupil to locate the gin. Banedon cannot get a spell off before 

he is savaged by the desperate old codger. 

 

If Captain V'Dal is with you, you can make some 'that was a close shave, a bit hairy there,' 
jokes and then ask him to go get the palace guards while you enjoy the spectacle. 

 

If V'Dal is not with you, then you will have to go and get the guards yourself. Ugh.  

 

Finally, the old Guildmaster is lured away by some Bor Brew one of the guards brings, and 

meanwhile Banedon is clapped in chains and dragged sadly away. 

 

"But Woofie! I only wanted to be with you!" implores Banedon as he is dragged away. 

 

"And so you shall Banedon, but for now you need to spend about eight years in the Daziarn 

really thinking about what you've done. You'll thank me later! And don't worry, when you 

get back, thanks to my Grand Master powers I'll still look as handsome and young as I do 

now. Haha!" 

 

"Nooooooooooooooooooo. Woooooooooofie!" 

 

However, you do not heed the cries of your misguided friend, because you realise you've 

learned something special today. You were so busy looking to manufacture evil plots to get 

people to be better, you forgot that evil dwells within everyone. And that by just resisting 

the urges to murder old doddering mages, or by not killing your dwarvish crew no matter 

how much they deserve it, or by not overthrowing your own government, why, that alone 

makes us better. 

 

And really, isn't that the true meaning of Easter? That and something to do with acquiring 

lots of chocolate? 

 

You nod happily to yourself, and walk back to the palace and ultimately back to Holmgard, 

managing not to slap the Durenese in their smelly lazy faces. Really, you are a hero, and 
you can happily teach your students again, knowing that every time you are too lazy to Psi-

Surge them, you are proving your heroism yet again.  

 

 

Congratulations Kai Supreme Master! You have saved the day!    

    

    

55555555 

As you plumet to your certain demise, you reflect it certainly was a foolish thing to do. 

50,000 feet out of a window? What were you thinking - your Kai abilities are only good for 

45,000 feet.  

 

Of course, if you were one of the cadre of new Grand Masters that should be graduating 



around now, they would probably be able to survive the fall with all the extra levels of 

Bardsmanship and Elementalism and Basketweaving they seem to insist on doing these 

days.  

 

You blame your old-school diligence with studying your Po...Journals. Oh well, you are the 

first Kai Supreme Master darn it, you'll figure out how to survive the last 5,000 feet.  

 

And indeed, impaling yourself on a 5,000 foot high mountain top is a stroke of genius 

worthy of your great legend. Unfortunately, although your Deliverance skill keeps you alive, 

and your Nexus protects you from the cold, you can't actually figure out how to stop being 

impaled by the mountain and climb down.  

 

True to form, there seem to be many of dwarfs just lying around - lazy sods. You'd think at 

least one of them would move to get more ale, but they all just lounge around, certainly not 

helping you, nor moving or infact breathing.  

 

 

Your life and mission end here as you wait for rescue from terminally incapacitated dwarfs 

and a dwarfish crew above who are glad to see the back of you    

    

    

56565656 

The lava sets fire to the coutrryside and The Flying Ship, and really you have to laugh. After 
all, its not Sommlending countryside, and besides you don't remember who actually owns 

The Flying Ship anyway. It was probably one of the rich initiates, a present from their rich 
father who owned a skyship dealership. Ship. 

 

You laugh some more and roast some dead Giaks (there were Giaks around you 

slaughtered, just incase you came from the wrong section to encounter them) and wish 

there was some Bor Brew. You toy with the idea of using your powers of Grand Nexus to 

go into the hold to get the Dwarfish stores of it, but decide that trying to inhale scolding 

intoxicant is probably not why Kai gifted you those powers. No, it was to protect you from 

flames while you sat on your bum and laughed at the misfortune of others. Actual effort is 

beneath a Grand Kai Supreme Master Lord. Ship. To think you almost forgot that fact! And 

that's the real lesson of this story. 

 

You also curse the dwarves, they apparently have decided to do some exercises rather than 

help you with your alcohol problem. You berate them as they run around waving their 

hands doing their stupid callisthenics. 

 

Finally one of them rushes over with a keg of Bor Brew for you. 

 

"Save the Brew!" yells the dwarf, collapsing in flames. 

 

"About time," you say, taking it from him and throwing your Kai cloak on top of him. He 

thanks you for your assistance as he uses it to put out the flames, which puzzles you as you 



just didn't want to look at him anymore. 

 

"Wait, why is this barrel on fi-" you start to ask, just before the beer decides to explode 

more like a super-heated spirit and impales you with wicked shrapnel from the burst barrel. 

 

 

If only you'd gone into skyship dealership shipping like your parents had suggested, your life 

and career wouldn't be over right now. But you didn't, so they are.    

    

    

    

57575757 

"You'll never get away with this, evil never prospers!" you say proudly. 

 

"Mwuahaha, how can my plan fail?" says Happy Frog gleefully. 

 

"Umm, actually, what is your plan? Why the eggs?" you asked confused. 

 

"Hah, eggs for rebirth, you see? And all the people have been acting weirdly as they have 

been subjected to the hallucinogen on the eggs. They'll believe anything, including exploding 

eggs and eggs over the Durenese tunnels!" 

 

"Umm, yes, but...you know...what's that actually supposed to accomplish?" 

 

Happy Frog looks stuck for a moment. "Silence!" he bellows. 

 

"Well, whatever lame plan you have, you will never get away with it!" you say again. 

"Prepare to fight! One on one!" 

 

You then realise there is quite a bit of movement from behind you. "One on how many?" 

asks the initiate nastily. You realise there are many angry and delirious dwarfs behind you, 

armed with guns and a little annoyed at your treatment of them all adventure. 

 

You put up a valiant defence, but really you are tripping pretty hardcore and are still trying 

to work out exactly how Happy frog thinks he can use the eggs to take over the Kai or 

destroy the Kai or whatever he actually said. You end up bashing yourself repeatedly with 

the hilt of your own sword, and then the dwarfs shoot you with lots of rifles. 

 

Sadly, your life and mission end here. 
 

    

58585858 

"My young apprentice," you say in a hissed whisper, "think of all the wonderful things in life. 

Think of beaches, and forests, and trees, and badgers, and unicorns, and long walks on the 

beach with blonde-haired blue-eyed blue-robed mages who you can't quit! Think about the 

birds in sky and the fish in the sea and the gentle smile of a trusting child's face just before 

you Mindblast him for fun." 



 

You look imploringly at your initiate, and his eyes bulge. Then, all of a sudden, he bursts 

into hysterical laughter. 

 

Startled by a noise behind, you turn around and see a bunch of angry dwarfs were about to 

surround you from behind, but the have either started laughing themselves, or some of the 

more sensitive souls are vomiting at the tweeness of your statements. 

 

You stand there blushing, embarrassed and hurt. As the laughing continues, you get a little 

bit uncomfortable. That then turns to irritation, impatience, and boredom. Finally, it all turns 

to anger.  

 

Your foes are still laughing at you or being violently sick. You shrug to yourself and 

Lightning Hand each and every one of them. Hah, assimilate that lesson, punk! 
 

Well, that was a little bit anti-climactic, but at least you managed to use your Lightning Hand 

on some dwarfs and an initiate, so the day isn't completely wasted.  

 

You rush back to Holmgard (skipping all the way) so that you and Banedon can catch the 

last rays of the evening sun and enjoy a nice beach walk, looking for unicorns under a 

sparkling rainbow. 

 

 

Congratulations for at least trying to be a decent heroic chap! Sommerlund is safe once 

more!    

    

59595959 

Honestly, what have you been teaching these young Kai? As Happy Frog learns the true 

meaning of evil, and learns several different ways to say "Please, no, the pain, please stop," 

you wonder to yourself where you have gone wrong. 

 

Perhaps, as large a thought as this is, the fault is with you. Maybe you have been thinking 
mean thoughts about people, and been less concerned with their wellbeing than you should 
have. Maybe that has led to all this. 
 

"Maybe if I was nicer to Banedon and wasn't resentful, he would have noticed things like evil 

initiates and kept those bloody dwarfs in line!" you say out loud, realising the truth.  

 

You kick Happy Frog (now Unhappy and Tear-Streaked-Face Frog) one last time and move 

off with renewed resolve.  

 

You have been reminded of the true value of friendship and companionship that makes 

Sommerlund and the Kai great. You throw the egg over your shoulder so that the tunnel 

will explode and bring the cave roof down on Happy Frog's head. Hopefully he will learn 

his lesson as he crawls back out again. 

 



You emerge into the sun with a sense of hope, and wonder what Banedon is doing with 

himself. If he came with you, then really this paying attention to others already isn't going 

well. Otherwise, you try to remember where you have parked, and think about going home. 

 

 

Well done! You have defeated the evil and remembered what is important in life. And also 

inflicted pain on an initiate again. Congratulations, Grand Master! 

    

    

60606060 

Wait a minute, you are a Kai Supreme Uber Grand Master, possessing Grand Supreme 

Uber Kai Masternessnessness. You do not hide your love of well rounded arguments and 

pointed debate, you should fear no three-foot high minions of distasteful prudishness ruining 

your enjoyment of the articles in perfectly legitimate warriors' magazines! 

 

You stand tall, face the door, and using your Kai Discipline of Arrogance bellow, "Begone 

diminutive one! Cease your attack on my informative Po...journals at once! Begone foul 

fiend of prudish and base expectation, carry thyself hence and verily to a place forthwith 

outwith of my sight by Ishir, and return you not for five...nay, for ten minutes! By the 

bearded face of Storm Hawk my mentor! In faith! For Sommerlund and the Kai!" 

 

The rattling of the doorknob and banging ceases, and you hear a hollow, sing song 'Ok' as 

the Bo'Sun walks off hypnotised by your awesome powers and sing-song delivery. 

 

Woohoo! You did it! You have created another useless Kai Disicpline of Dwarf Control to 

add to Bardsmanship, Elementalism, Basket Weaving and Animal Mastery that you have so 

far embarrassed yourself by discovering. Not that it's stopped you putting it on the 

curriculum for when those lazy potentials actually become Grand Masters themselves. 

 

Delighted, you temporarily forget your Po...Journals and walk out to tell someone of your 

new discovery. Looking at the view briefly, you see The Flying Ship is still speeding towards 
Durenor, lurching quite violently. Infact it's speeding really quite fast towards Durenor. What 

has happened? 

 

You look around, and realise your uber-powers are simply too uber-powerful. Not only has 

the Bo'sun succumbed, but all the dwarfs have gone away, deserting their posts - and more 
amazingly their alcohol - to stand up against the side rails doing nothing. 

 

You barely have time to register the Hammerdal range, complete with new egg-shaped 

gates on the tunnels, before you get a very close up view of them. Wait a minute! Those 

aren't gates! They're actual giant eggs! And wait a minute, you aren't getting a close up 

view, you are going to crash right into them! 

 

Pick a number from the Random Number Table. 
 



 If you picked 0-4, go to 39393939 

 If you picked 5-9, go to 38383838    
    

    

61616161 

You spin and unsheathe the Sommersword, the golden blah blah look if you don't know 
what the darn thing is by now then let's not waste your time and mine, just go to Project 
Aon and re-read all the books, ok?  
 

Aaaanyway. The Helghast looks surprised as you split it in half.  

 

"How did you know your Bo'sun was a Helghast?" asks King Ulnar, clearly as impressed as 

he is shocked.  

 

You stifle your initial reaction of surprise in favour of your normal smugness and 

condescending superiority. "Let us just say the powers of the Sommerswerd in the hands of 

a trained Kai easily uncover all the forces of Naar."  

 

Unfortunately the initiate Happy Frog is using his own abilities. "Wait a minute, my Sixth 

Sense is telling me Lone Wolf is a big fat li-"  

 

You bop him on the head with the pommel of the Sommerswerd. "He's a Giak," you say to 

Ulnar, "just, you know, a human looking one. Fiendishly clever those Nadziranim"  

 

Ulnar is impressed, then waves his hand. "Well, no matter, now that you are here, I have a 

death defying mission for you," says your king with inevitable predictability.  

 

"What do you need me to do?" you ask resigned.  

 

"Well, it appears lots of brainwashed citizens are trying to attack famous landmarks and 

buildings with exploding eggs. The palace suffered earlier, luckily D'Val was busy throwing 

out the usual shower of peasants that try to gain audience in the morning and they fell on 

the eggs in time. The young Kiak," the king pauses to laugh long and loud to himself at that 
one, "was telling me how the monastery was attacked. I was going to make sure Banedon 

was alright and get him to protect the monastery, but perhaps you and he could instead 

team up to make sure our allies in Durenor are alright. After all, there was that disturbing 

news that three giant egg shaped rocks have rolled to block the three tunnels leading to 

Hammerdal!"  

 

Ulnar also hands you a dud Exploding Egg he managed to recover from the attack (mark it 

on the Action Chart of one of your old LONE WOLF books. Now imagine how funny it will 
be when someone plays them one day, trying every route to find that darn egg you 

mention.  

 

"So Lone Wolf, can I count on you to do something...Kai-like to solve all this? I was hoping 

to get some tea and biscuits with Banedon later on, but we need this wretched problem 



sorted first."  

 

 If you wish to offer your services in going to Durenor alone, turn to 17171717  

 If you wish to re-unite the unstoppable crime fighting duo of Banedon and   

 yourself, turn to 2222  

 If you wish to punch your king for having tea and biscuits with everyone except  

  you, turn to 24242424    

    

    

62626262    

You have been taken by surprise, but prepare your golden blade for a battle royale with 

hthe two King Alins. Unfortunately, one rings a dinner bell, and the doors behind you burst 

open with a hundred more copies of the Durenese King / evil undead mastermind. He's still 

not as scary as Ulnar though. 

 

In a hamage/pastiche/rip-off of films such as Kill Bill and the Matrix, you bravely take on 

tons of foes in a wonderfully complex battle that luckily I don't have to describe one bit. 

However, every foe that you make go 'poof' solidifies back into an egg, hatches, and grows 

back to normal size within thirty seconds. 

 

Even an Uber Grand Master Shipness type person such as yourself can't keep up with it, 

and your mind finally goes 'pop' from the eye twisting nature of the sight. 

 

 

Your life and mission ends here, although you are sure you saw a 3D dolphin just before it 

happened. 

    

    

63636363 

You decide to ignore everything going on behind you, and press forwards without delay. 

After all, the exciting Tunnel of Tarnalin is open and waiting for you! Really, who gets to go 

through there that often? Certainly not you, and certainly not unless there are some 

Helghast waiting to instantly kill you! 

 

After a while, you realise that actually the tunnel is pretty boring, and worse yet does not 

seem to be resolving itself in to any form of plot resolution. There seem to be some shiny 

particles on the ground for you to follow, but really they seem boring too. 

 

It's almost a relief when you come to a junction. Hmm, is this a real choice, or is this 

another one of those 'go either way but really the same Helghast section is going to happen' 

choice? 

 

 If Banedon is with you, he says he has cast 'Sense Evil' or some such thing, and  

  something horrible is down the left path. So obviously, you have to go that  
 way. Turn to 51515151    



 

 If you possess a dud egg, suddenly you feel it lurch in your pocket, pulling   

 towards the right pathway. Hmm, this can't be good, it's pulling in the   

 same direction as the sparkling particles you are following. However, you   

 may as well follow where the egg indicates. Turn to 52525252    

 

 If you have both Banedon with you and a dud egg, I bet you thought you were  
  really clever, didn't you? However, now your head is spinning and you  

  can't make a decision! If Captain V'Dal is with you (no, that's not a   

 spelling error you people who haven't come from 48484848) then he can break   

 the tie and you can pick either choice above. Otherwise, your life and   

 mission ends here! Hah! 

 

 If none of the above applies to you then, no, you can't just go picking either way! 

 You find Tarnalin just too boring to mess around with, and decide that a fast 

 pathway to the palace is probably for the best. A passing Noodnic offers to show 

 you the way. It turns out to be a Helghast, but really you were expecting this from 

 the beginning and kill it once it leads you out of the tunnels again. Follow the nice 

 pathway to the palace by turning to 49494949    

    

    

64646464    

"Meh," you say, "I figured it out easily on the way here. And I spotted all your compatriots 

and distracted them. You are alone!" 

 

"Bah, how could you possibly distract them?" 

 

"I just pointed out all the eggs were exploding," you say (maybe bluffing). 

 

"What?" 

 

"And I pointed out that the giant eggs at the tunnels were filled with lava," you continue (or 

maybe continue bluffing). 

 

"WHAT?" 

 

"And they all just buggered off. And so you guys are going down." 
 

"How can the eggs be exploding? And how can our secret uber-eggs be getting so hot they 

are melting into lava? Why, the only thing that could cause that would be if the Bor Brew 

supply in these lands had been tainted by cat urine in recent years. Curses!" 

 

"I know that's your weakness," you say confidently. "And that's why you are going down." 
 

"How did you find out?" 

 



"Because you just told me. Right now. Aha!" 

 

The two creatures look flustered. However, despite all your arrogance, you don't want your 

complacency to be your doom after all. You need to act swiftly! 

 

 If you possess an egg, you can lob it out the window knowing the two creatures 

 will jump out of the window to save it. Turn to 65656565    

 

Otherwise, you need to fight the creatures: 

 

 King Alins:  COMBAT SKILL 33  ENDURANCE 42 

 

These creatures are immune to anything you have to say, as they're a little bit upset right 

now. And also Mindblast, Psi-Surge, Kai-Surge, Kai-Blast, Kai-Ray and Kai-ndy Hearts. If 

you have V'Dal and/or Banedon with you, they can deal with one of the creatures, reducing 

both scores by 8.   

    

Obviously, since there's no real combat in this, why don't you have a nostalgic few pokes at 

the Random Number Table, working out where the zeroes are, closing your eyes, trying to 
hit them, missing them, then 'accidentally' letting the pencil point drift over to the closest 0 

(or a 9 in a pinch). 

 

 When you decide you win, turn to 65.65.65.65.    

    

    

65656565    

The King Alins are disposed of, and you have secured the means to rid yourself of them, 

their eggs, and all 'Helghast'. Wow, if this was a real gamebook that would actually be an 

achievement! Pity this isn't canonical. If it makes you feel better, you can pretend that all 

Helghast you meet from now on are just over-achieving Vordak. (Vordaks? Vordakii?) 

    

Durenor is a much better place when King Ulnar awards it to you in acknowledgement of 

everything you have ever done. You get to be King Lone Wolf I (because you are Durenor's 

first king called Lone Wolf), and once you get the fancy Durense biscuits flowing back to 

Sommerlund again, you get to exercise tea-and-biscuit-having privileges with Ulnar 

whenever you like. And apparently there are lots of unemployed Giaks who co-incidentally 

came to Durenor looking for work, that you can use as guards for the shipment! 

 

Your jealousy of Bandon swanning around saving everyone is lessened when you have such 

a cool place to call a home, and the initiates finally are forced to  buck up their ideas and 
study when they realise you can have them beheaded at any time. 

 

The Alins have thousands of years of historic tombs... you mean journals... you mean 
porn... hidden away in various vaults, as well as a ton of cool evil weapons to sell. 

 



All in all, it's a wonderful end to your adventures. You're tempted to start a war over 

something silly like runes, or perhaps build a second Monastery somewhere exotic. Hmm, 

you'll need to sell all these Agarash artefacts to fund it, but where's the harm in that? 

 

 

However, evil and danger and excitement lurk at every turn. Lone Wolf will return in: "You 

Only Die Until You Work Out How To Use Your Fingers To Hold Open Multiple Sections 

At Once" 

 

 

Until then, congratulations Supreme Master! 

 

    



RANDOM NUMBER TABLERANDOM NUMBER TABLERANDOM NUMBER TABLERANDOM NUMBER TABLE    

    

0000    4444    7777    1111    8888    3333    9999    2222    5555    1111    

7777    1111    3333    8888    5555    1111    6666    9999    0000    7777    

5555    9999    4444    2222    6666    8888    0000    3333    4444    8888    

2222    6666    7777    0000    4444    2222    1111    7777    6666    2222    

8888    0000    5555    9999    1111    7777    3333    5555    1111    9999    

3333    9999    4444    3333    5555    1111    9999    0000    4444    3333    

7777    2222    1111    8888    3333    4444    6666    7777    2222    8888    

6666    8888    5555    7777    0000    8888    2222    5555    9999    6666    

9999    3333    2222    6666    4444    5555    0000    6666    4444    0000    

0000    1111    4444    9999    2222    6666    8888    3333    7777    5555    
20202020    
    



DWARF'S EXPLODED HEAD ROULETTE TABLE 
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